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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Anne E. Mayer 
 
 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE AFRICAN GREEN MONKEY AS A MODEL FOR 

COMPLEMENT-MEDIATED NEUTRALIZATION OF MYXOVIRUSES 

 
Dissertation under the direction of Griffith D. Parks, Ph.D., Professor 

Department of Microbiology and Immunology 
 

 
Complement (C’) plays a significant role in the innate immune response to 

myxoviruses such as parainfluenza viruses (PIV) and influenza A virus (IAV). The 

regulation of C’ activity to balance control of virus spread while preventing a 

hyperinflammatory environment can have important implications for human health. The 

overall goal of our work was to develop the African green monkey (AGM) as a model to 

dissect the role of C’ in neutralization of myxoviruses. First, we determined the 

contribution of C’ to the neutralizing capacity of antibodies (Abs) elicited by respiratory 

tract infection of AGMs with PIV. Then we shifted to assessing changes in C’ response to 

IAV infection during pregnancy—a physiologic environment that requires alterations in 

C’ to maintain a healthy inflammatory environment for the mother and developing fetus.  

Using the AGM model, we found PIV5 and human PIV type 2 were effectively 

neutralized in vitro by naïve AGM sera, but neutralizing capacity was lost by heat-

inactivation, indicating a C’-dependent mechanism of neutralization. Following 

inoculation of the respiratory tract with a PIV5 vector expressing HIV gp160, AGMs 

produced high levels of serum and tracheal Abs against gp120 and the viral F and HN 

proteins. However, in the absence of C’, these anti-PIV5 Abs had poor neutralizing 
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capacity. Additionally, IgG and C1q complexes were extensively distributed on virus 

particles with post- but not pre-immune sera. These results highlight the importance of C’ 

in PIV neutralization by PIV-specific Ab elicited after first time infection. In contrast, we 

determined that serum from naïve AGMs neutralized IAV via C’, while post-infection 

neutralization did not require C’, suggesting an Ab-mediated mechanism. The latter 

mimicked neutralization using human serum.  

Because pregnant women late in third trimester (T3) acquire more severe IAV 

infections that non-pregnant women, we hypothesized that the anti-IAV C’ response 

would diminish late in AGM pregnancy. We found that IAV neutralization capacity is 

significantly diminished and that concentrations of C3, C3a, and C4 are decreased in sera 

from late T3. While neutralization capacity and serum C3a return to normal shortly after 

parturition, C3 and C4 levels do not. We also assessed PBMCs as a source of induced C’ 

during IAV infection.  We found that relative to infected PBMCs from non-pregnant 

AGMs, transcripts for C’ factors C1Qb and C5 were upregulated in late T3 PBMCs, and 

transcripts for C’ regulators CR1, CR2, and C3AR were attenuated. Additionally the 

production of proinflammatory cytokines TNF-α and IL-6 was enhanced following 

infection of late T3 PBMCs. These findings suggest a tight regulation of a heightened 

local innate immune response to IAV by PBMCs during pregnancy.  

This thesis work provided insight into AGM model development for studying 

neutralization of viruses by C’. It has potential for applications such as understanding 

infant immune responses and development of vaccine strategies for pediatric respiratory 

pathogens, as well as identification of therapeutic targets to improve outcomes of IAV 

infection in pregnant women.   
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CHAPTER I 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Overview. The complement (C’) system is a key component of the innate immune 

response to viruses. Its activation can lead to direct neutralization of virus particles, and 

its cleavage products act as key signals to upregulate the downstream adaptive immune 

response (Figure 1). Specifically, C’ plays a significant role in the innate response to a 

number of RNA viruses including vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV), mumps virus (MuV), 

measles virus (MeV), Newcastle disease virus (NDV), parainfluenza viruses (PIVs), and 

influenza virus (1-6). The work presented in this thesis is focused on developing the 

African green monkey (AGM) as a model to dissect the role of C’ in neutralization of 

myxoviruses. In Chapter 2, we assess the contribution of C’ to the neutralizing capacity 

of antibodies elicited by respiratory tract infection of AGMs with PIV. In the work 

reported in Chapters 3 and 4 we shift our focus to characterizing the role of C’ in 

increased influenza A virus (IAV) severity during pregnancy using samples collected 

from pregnant AGMs. 

 

PIV5. The Paramyxoviridae family is in the Mononegavirales order, which is comprised 

of negative-sense, single-stranded RNA viruses. There are many important human 

pathogens that spread by respiratory infection in this family, including respiratory 

syncytial virus (RSV), MuV, MeV, and human PIVs (hPIV) 1-4 (7). PIV5 is an 

archetypal member of the rubulavirus genus of the paramyxovirus family.  
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Figure 1. The C’ cascade (adapted from (8)). C’ can be activated through the classical, 

lectin, or alternative pathways, each of which is initiated by a distinct mechanism of 

interaction with Ag. Ultimately, all three pathways lead to inflammation, lysis of 

pathogens or infected cells, and opsonization as well as upregulation of the adaptive 

immune response through actions of C’ cleavage products.  
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The PIV5 genome is a 15 kb single stranded negative sense RNA that encodes a non-

coding leader (le) sequence at the 3’ end, seven tandomly-linked genes in the middle, and 

a non-coding trailer (tr) sequence at the 5’ end (Appendix A, Fig. 1, page 160). Relative 

to observations reported in Appendix 1, it is important to note that paramyxovirus gene 

expression occurs by a “stop-start” mechanism that results in a downward gradient of 

mRNAs for genes located further from the 3’ end promoter (7). Thus, genes at the 5’ end 

of the genome are less abundant than those located at the 3’ end. 

 

The PIV5 virion is pleomorphic in shape, and its envelope has two surface glycoproteins, 

HN and F, which perform attachment (to host cell sialic acid) and fusion of the viral 

membrane to the host cellular membrane, respectively.  The lipid bilayer envelope is 

derived from the cellular plasma membrane during the budding process. The 

nucleocapsid protein (NP) binds the viral genome, comprising the helical nucleocapsid 

core of the virus. The phosphoprotein (P) is the non-catalytic subunit of the viral RNA-

dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP); it also binds to NP and acts as a chaperone for NP 

binding to the full length viral RNA during encapsidation. The L protein acts as the 

catalytic subunit of the viral RDRP, and the matrix protein (M) is used for virus assembly 

and budding.   

 

Interestingly, this small virus has two viral proteins that alter the host response to virus 

infection. The small hydrophobic (SH) protein is a 44 amino acid type II transmembrane 

protein found in MuV, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), and PIV5 (9). Studies using a 

rPIV5ΔSH have demonstrated that the SH protein is necessary for the inhibition of tumor 
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necrosis factor (TNF)-α-induced apoptosis, though it has no known role in the virus life 

cycle (10). The V protein is an additional product of the P/V gene that functions to block 

type I IFN signaling and type I IFN induction, thus contributing to host innate immune 

evasion (reviewed in (11)). Interactions between PIV5 and the C’ system are described in 

greater detail in the Introduction to Chapter 2.   

 

IAV. IAV causes significant disease in birds and mammals that is rarely fatal, but is of 

great public health importance. The IAV species is in the genus Influenza virus A and the 

family Orthomyxoviridae. Like PIV5, IAV is a negative-sense, single-stranded RNA 

virus; unlike PIV5, it has a segmented RNA genome (Table 1). IAV viruses are 

categorized into subtypes based on the hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) 

proteins that are on the surface of the envelope. HA is the protein that performs both 

fusion and attachment; it is so named due to the fact that it causes red blood cells (RBCs) 

to agglutinate. This protein is the main determinant of extent and severity of infection in a 

given host species. NA is an enzyme that cleaves the glycosidic bonds of neuraminic acid 

to enable release of progeny virions from infected cells. NA is targeted by antiviral drugs 

such as oseltamivir (Tamiflu®, Genentech), and HA and NA are the antigen (Ag) 

proteins that are bound by host antibodies. All IAV work presented in this thesis was 

performed using an H1N1 IAV; H1N1 IAVs are among the currently the most common 

seasonal and pandemic strains. Like PIV5, IAVs bind to sialic acids on cell surfaces to 

initiate infection and replication. Species specificity of IAVs is largely associated with 

HA specificity for sialic acids with different linkages.  
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Table 1. Comparisons of major characteristics between PIV5 and IAV.  
Feature PIV5 IAV 
Attachment Protein HN HA 
Fusion Protein F HA 
Release Protein HN NA 
Site of Envelope Fusion Plasma Membrane Endosome 
Site of Replication Cytoplasm Nucleus 
Produces Spliced mRNAs? No Yes 
Genome Type Neg-Sense, SS, 

Unsegmented RNA 
Neg-Sense, SS, 
Segmented RNA 

Antigenic Shift? No Yes 
Antigenic Drift? No Yes 
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The entire IAV genome is 13.6 kb and contains eight RNA segments that code for 11 

proteins. In addition to HA and NA, these proteins are PB1, PB1-F2, PB2, PA, NP, M1, 

M2, NS1, and NEP. IAVs require low pH to initiate fusion, and therefore enter cells only 

after being internalized by endocytic compartments. The low pH of the late endosome 

then activates fusion of the viral membrane with the endosomal membrane. The M2 

protein has ion channel activity, and is required for the uncoating of the virus particle 

(12). IAVs are unusual RNA viruses in that viral genome replication occurs in the 

nucleus; trafficking of the viral genome into and out of the nucleus is highly regulated 

process. The eight segments of the IAV genome never exist as naked RNA, but instead 

are associated with the viral proteins PB1, PB2, and PA to form viral ribonucleoprotein 

complexes (vRNPs). While these proteins have nuclear localization complexes to 

facilitate their interactions with nuclear import machinery, the process of importing viral 

RNA into the nucleus is entirely dependent on signals from the nucleoprotein (NP). The 

three proteins that comprise the vRNP along with the viral RNA also make up the 

influenza RDRP.  

 

All members of the Orthomyxovirus family enhance the coding capacity of their genomes 

by alternative splicing—producing two different proteins from one gene. For example, 

NS1 and NEP/NS2 are the unspliced and spliced products of the same gene, respectively. 

M1 interactions are required for dissociation of RNP from the nuclear matrix, and 

together M1 and NEP/NS2 direct the nuclear export of RNPs. NEP/NS2 associates with 

M1 and interacts with the export receptor. M1 is the most abundant viral protein and sits 
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just beneath the lipid envelope in an intact virion. NS1 is a nuclear protein that counters 

the host innate immune response by interfering with the formation of IFN mRNA (13).  

 

IAV presents a great challenge to public health due to its tendency for both antigenic drift 

and antigenic shift. Drift refers to point mutations that result in minor, gradual, antigenic 

changes in the HA or NA proteins (14). Such spontaneous mutants are positively selected 

due to mismatches from circulating neutralizing Ab. Antigenic shift occurs as a result of 

major changes in which a new HA or NA is introduced into a particular species. Shift is 

the result of reassortment of viral gene segments during co-infection of a cell with two 

different viral strains. It often results in mixture of gene segments from human and avian 

or porcine viruses (14). Both of these genetic methods provide a selective advantage to 

IAV, producing constantly changing viruses that are not controlled by Abs or vaccines 

that were specific for previous IAV strains.  

 

IAV and pregnancy. Pregnant women are at dramatically increased risk of severe 

morbidity and mortality due to IAV infection compared to the general healthy population. 

This trend has been identified across IAV strains and for both pandemic and seasonal 

influenza outbreaks (15-17). While maternal IAV infection does not lead to in utero 

transmission to the fetus, the heightened inflammatory environment of infection is 

associated with pregnancy and fetal complications and increased neonatal morbidity and 

mortality (18, 19). These changes have been previously attributed to immunological 

downregulation that are required to support acceptance of the fetal alloantigen, but it is 

clear that this is an oversimplification. Other hypotheses include mechanisms related to 
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hormone regulation—estradiol, estriol, and progesterone concentrations that exceed those 

of any other physiologic state by 10 – 100 fold (20). The pregnancy work presented in 

Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis is aimed to dissect the role that alterations in C’ during late 

pregnancy may play in increasing severity of IAV infection.  

 

The C’ system. The C’ system is an ancient and highly conserved immune system that 

emerged over 500 million years ago. It is comprised of a complex group of more than 35 

soluble and cell-associated proteins that mount one of the earliest innate immune 

responses.  There are three sources of C’: 1) constitutive production by the liver, the 

products of which circulate in the blood and can be measured in serum or plasma; 2) 

localized tissue production in response to tissue injury or infection (i.e. lung epithelial 

cells in the case of most myxovirus infections); 3) induced expression by recruited 

leukocytes. The question of relative contribution of each of these sources of C’ in the face 

of infection or tissue damage is an intriguing one that has yet to be addressed.  

 

The proteolytic C’ cascade can be activated by three different Ag related signals that each 

initiates a different C’ pathway (Figure 1) (21).  The classical pathway is activated by the 

binding of C1q to Ag:Ab immune complexes. The lectin pathway is initiated through 

recognition of carbohydrate signatures of foreign glycoproteins by the cellular mannan-

binding lectin (MBL). The signals that activate the alternative pathway are less well 

defined. They are thought to involve foreign surface recognition by Ab-independent 

mechanisms such as spontaneous hydrolysis of circulating C3 resulting in C3b binding to 

the pathogen surface (22, 23).   
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All three pathways converge on C3, which is cleaved by C3 convertase into the 

anaphylatoxin C3a and C3b, which can bind to pathogen surfaces, contributing to the 

processes of opsonization and/or phagocytosis. Further down the cascade, C5 convertase 

cleaves C5, ultimately leading to formation of the downstream membrane attack complex 

(MAC), which can lyse virus particles or infected cells (24).   

 

C’ and antiviral function. Complement (C’) antiviral functions include a large number 

of activities, including recognition of viruses and virus-infected cells, direct 

neutralization of virus infectivity, recruitment and stimulation of leukocytes at sites of 

infection, phagocytosis by immune cells, and activation of antiviral T and B cells (24-26). 

Likewise, viruses employ mechanisms to limit C’ functions (24, 27). The balance 

between C’ effectiveness and virus inhibition of C’ can have important implications for 

viral pathogenesis and dissemination. C’ can also directly impact adaptive immunity (21, 

26) and influence the quality of anti-viral antibody responses (28). The overall goal of the 

work described here was to determine the contribution of C’ to the neutralizing capacity 

of antibodies elicited by respiratory tract infection of nonhuman primates with 

parainfluenza virus.   

 

The C’ cascade has unique and essential roles in early responses to infection such as 

direct virus neutralization, induction of chemotaxis, enhancement of phagocytosis, 

immune complex clearance, and lysis of infected cells (29). Specifically, C’ is essential 

for effective clearance of IAV (6, 30, 31). For example, C3-/- mice are highly susceptible 
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to IAV infection—with increased virus titers and delayed clearance relative to WT mice 

(30).  

 

C’ as a signal for adaptive immune response. The C’ system not only directly 

neutralizes virus particles and induces inflammation, but it also acts to enhance the 

adaptive immune response. The cleavage products released by activation of the C’ 

cascade interact with a large range of cell surface receptors on myeloid, lymphoid, and 

stromal cells (21). For example, C’ breakdown products, such as C3a, C4a, and C5a, 

recruit and activate dendritic cells (DCs), promoting an efficient adaptive immune 

response. Likewise, C3b breakdown products bind to CR2 on B cells; CR2 is part of the 

B-cell co-receptor complex, which is essential or optimal B cell activation in response to 

Ag (32). Further, there is recent evidence that intracellular expression of C3 by T cells is 

essential for T cell survival and activation (33). Thus, interactions with components of 

the C’ cascade provide a basis for enhancement and regulation of B and T cell responses.   

 

AGM as a model for anti-myxovirus C’ function. AGMs are a useful animal model for 

dissecting the contributions of C’ and Ab to the immune response to myxovirus 

infections for several reasons. First, they enable us to measure the effect of C’ on PIV 

immunity in both naïve and vaccinated animals in an immunological context that closely 

resembles that of humans.  Similarly, seasonal influenza epidemics are comprised of 

disease among individuals that have not been previously exposed to the circulating strain 

of IAV. While natural antibodies (nAbs) play an important role in eliciting an effective 

immune response against primary infections with IAV (31, 34), natural IgM (nIgM) does 
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not effectively neutralize IAV in the absence of C’ (6). This also holds true for other 

types of low affinity Abs, such as cross-reactive Abs (35, 36). Thus, we used AGMs to 

develop an influenza-naïve pregnancy model system that closely mimics the pregnancy 

physiology of women. It enabled us to identify the unique and non-redundant roles of C’ 

in IAV neutralization with influenza-naïve serum from pregnant versus non-pregnant 

animals.  

 

Next, we relied on their similar respiratory and reproductive physiology (relative to 

humans) to model response to myxovirus infections and changes in immune function 

over the course of pregnancy. The AGM is a more appropriate model system for studying 

respiratory viruses, such as PIV5 and IAV, than the mouse for several reasons. First, 

AGMs have more similar respiratory anatomy to humans, whereas mice have very 

different nasal structure (relevant to kinetics of intranasal infection), lower respiratory 

compliance, and branching below the bronchiole level, all of which alter dynamics of 

viral spread throughout the respiratory system. Mice are not ideal models for 

pathogenesis due to differences in interferon (IFN) response pathways between mice and 

humans; specifically, they have different TLR distribution, RIG-I and RIG-I like 

receptors than humans. Further, PIV5 capacity (by way of V protein) to evade mouse IFN 

is different from that of human and NHP IFN. Reproductive physiology of the AGM is 

also far more similar to that of the human. We compare and contrast the three species 

(mice, humans, and AGMs) in detail in Chapter 3, Table 1 (p. 68).  
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Using human samples to experimentally address the role of C’ (or alterations in C’) in the 

immune response to an IAV infection is problematic because of differences in anti-IAV 

antibody levels among normal human subjects who have different immunological 

backgrounds. This makes it very difficult to tease apart the role of C’ (in the absence of 

Ab) in IAV neutralization. In contrast, the AGMs at the Wake Forest University Primate 

Center’s (WFUPC) Vervet Research Colony (VRC) and most NHPs in North American 

captive colonies are generally influenza naïve. Yet captive NHPs that have contact with 

humans can be naturally infected with IAV and mount a “normal” response to IAV 

infection with pathology similar to that seen in humans (37); however, such cases are 

surprisingly rare.  

 

Relevance. The results presented in this thesis work highlight the importance of C’ in the 

initial Ab response to PIVs, with implications for changes in neutralization following re-

infection or vaccine boosts. This information is valuable for improving our understanding 

of infant immune responses and design of vaccine strategies for these pediatric 

pathogens. Likewise, the pregnant AGM model system we developed can be used for 

studies of the role of physiologic and hormonal changes in downregulating C’-mediated 

anti-viral immunity during pregnancy. It will also contribute to the identification of 

therapeutic targets to improve outcomes of IAV infection in pregnant women.  
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CHAPTER II 

 

The Neutralizing Capacity of Antibodies Elicited by Parainfluenza Virus Infection 

of African Green Monkeys is Dependent on Complement 

 

This chapter has been previously published; stylistic variations result from the demands 

of the journal in which it was published.  

(Mayer, Johnson, and Parks, 2014, Virology) 

 

ABSTRACT 

The African Green Monkey (AGM) model was used to analyze the role of complement in 

neutralization of parainfluenza virus. Parainfluenza virus 5 (PIV5) and human 

parainfluenza virus type 2 were effectively neutralized in vitro by naïve AGM sera, but 

neutralizing capacity was lost by heat-inactivation. The mechanism of neutralization 

involved formation of massive aggregates, with no evidence of virion lysis. Following 

inoculation of the respiratory tract with a PIV5 vector expressing HIV gp160, AGM 

produced high levels of serum and tracheal antibodies against gp120 and the viral F and 

HN proteins. However, in the absence of complement these anti-PIV5 antibodies had very 

poor neutralizing capacity. Virions showed extensive deposition of IgG and C1q with 

post- but not pre-immune sera. These results highlight the importance of complement in 

the initial antibody response to parainfluenza viruses, with implications for understanding 

infant immune responses and design of vaccine strategies for these pediatric pathogens.    
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The complement system is an important component of the innate immune response to 

viruses. Complement (C’) antiviral functions include a large number of activities, 

including recognition of viruses and virus-infected cells, direct neutralization of virus 

infectivity, recruitment and stimulation of leukocytes at sites of infection, phagocytosis 

by immune cells, and activation of antiviral T and B cells (Blue et al., 2004; Gasque, 

2004; Kemper and Atkinson, 2007). Likewise, viruses employ mechanisms to limit C’ 

functions (e.g., Blue et al., 2004; Johnson et al. 2012). The balance between C’ 

effectiveness and virus inhibition of C’ can have important implications for viral 

pathogenesis and dissemination (Delgado and Polack, 2004; Morrison et al., 2007, 

Stoermer and Morrison, 2011). C’ can also directly impact adaptive immunity (Carroll, 

2004; Kemper and Atkinson, 2007) and can influence the quality of anti-viral antibody 

responses (Pierson et al., 2008). The overall goal of the work described here was to 

determine the contribution of C’ to the neutralizing capacity of antibodies elicited by 

respiratory tract infection of nonhuman primates with parainfluenza virus.   

 

The C’ proteolytic cascade can be initiated through three main pathways: the classical 

pathway, lectin pathway and alternative pathway (Gasque, 2004; Roozendaal and Carroll, 

2006). Activation of the classical pathway typically involves binding of the C1q 

component to virus-antibody complexes. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV; 

Ebenbichler et al., 1991) and vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV; Beebe and Cooper, 1981) 

are known to activate the classical pathway. The lectin pathway is activated through 

recognition of carbohydrate signatures on viral glycoproteins by the cellular mannan-
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binding lectin (MBL). This is an important pathway in the pathogenesis of Ross River 

Virus (Gunn et al., 2012) and in the opsonization of influenza virus (Hartshorn et al., 

1993). Compared to activation of the classical and lectin pathways, the signals that 

activate the alternative pathway are less well understood, but they are thought to involve 

recognition of foreign surfaces by an antibody-independent mechanism (Gasque, 2004; 

Pangburn et al., 1981).  

 

Parainfluenza virus 5 (PIV5), human parainfluenza virus 2 (HPIV2) and mumps virus 

(MuV) are closely-related negative strand RNA viruses belonging to the rubulavirus 

genus of the paramyxovirus family (Lamb and Parks, 2013; Parks et al. 2011). Prior work 

has shown that the rubulavirus attachment protein (Hemagglutinin-Neuraminidase; HN) 

and the fusion protein (F) can both contribute to activation of the alternative pathway 

(McSharry et al., 1981; Hirsch et al., 1986; Johnson et al., 2008; 2013). For PIV5 and 

MuV, the extent of alternative pathway activation is directly related to the loss of sialic 

acid on particles due to the presence of neuraminidase activity in the HN protein 

(McSharry et al., 1981; Hirsch et al., 1986). Furthermore, the rubulavirus F protein can 

dictate which arm of the C’ pathway is activated.  This was evident by our recent finding 

that a single point mutation in the ectodomain of the PIV5 F protein led to increased 

fusion activity, but also led to enhanced binding of IgG contained in normal human sera 

(NHS) and a subsequent shift in C’ activation from the alternative to the classical 

pathway (Johnson et al., 2013).   
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Once activated, C’ components are capable of direct neutralization of viruses, through 

mechanisms that can include aggregation or virion lysis (Blue et al., 2004; Stoermer and 

Morrison, 2011). In addition, C’ can enhance the neutralizing capacity of antibodies 

(Mehlop et al., 2009). For HPIV2, our prior results demonstrated very high levels of 

neutralizing antibody in NHS (Johnson et al, 2008), making the contribution of C’ to 

neutralization difficult to analyze. In addition, repeated exposure to parainfluenza virus as 

infants (Karron and Collins, 2013) and the use of adult NHS in neutralization assays 

makes it difficult to determine the role of C’ in the antibody function following the very 

first exposure at an early age to human parainfluenza virus infection. By contrast, we 

have previously shown in reconstitution experiments that PIV5 is neutralized through 

pathways that are highly dependent on the alternative C’ pathway (Johnson et al., 2008). 

These mechanisms are either independent of antibody or involved antibodies in NHS that 

are only highly effective when coupled with C’.  

 

Given the importance of understanding the initial immune response to parainfluenza virus 

infections, we have examined the role of C’ in a primary PIV5 respiratory tract infection 

of African green monkeys (AGM), an increasingly important model system for 

understanding primate immunology (Messaoudi et al., 2011). The animals used in this 

study were part of a multigenerational, pedigreed, and genotyped Vervet Research 

Colony (VRC) at the Wake Forest University Primate Center (described in Jasinska et al., 

2012). A powerful aspect of using this AGM system lies in the ability to measure the 

effect of C’ on parainfluenza virus immunity in both naïve and vaccinated animals with 

immune systems that are closely related to that of humans. We show that respiratory tract 
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infection of AGM with PIV5 elicits high levels of antibodies to viral antigens. However, 

these antibodies have poor inherent neutralizing capacity and are highly dependent on C’ 

pathways. Our results have implications for including C’ pathways as a major 

contributing factor in analysis of the potency of immune responses to parainfluenza virus 

infections and vaccine vectors.  
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RESULTS 

 
Normal monkey serum has potent neutralizing capacity against PIV5 and HPIV2. To 

determine the ability of normal African Green monkey serum (NAGS) to neutralize PIV5 

in vitro, serum samples were collected from 20 AGM and used in neutralization assays 

with 100 PFU of PIV5-GFP. After 1 h at 37oC, remaining infectivity was determined by 

plaque assay. As shown in Fig. 1A for representative sera from eight individual monkeys, 

a 1/20 dilution of NAGS reduced PIV5 infectivity to undetectable levels. In contrast, HI 

AGM serum was ineffective in neutralization. Titration experiments (Fig. 1B) showed 

effective neutralization of PIV5 by at least a 1:160 dilution of NAGS, but HI serum had 

no neutralizing capacity. Similar results were seen with neutralization of HPIV2 by 

NAGS (Fig. 1C). These results indicate that in the absence of C’, NAGS from the WFU 

VRC have low capacity to neutralize these two parainfluenza viruses.  

 

C’-mediated neutralization with NAGS could occur by lysis of virion particles (e.g. as 

seen with VSV; Johnson et al., 2012) or by formation of large aggregates (e.g., PIV5; 

Johnson et al, 2008). To determine the mechanism of PIV5 neutralization by NAGS, 

purified virus was incubated in solution at 37oC alone or with a 1:20 dilution of NAGS 

before applying to a grid for analysis by electron microscopy. As shown in Fig. 1D, 

treatment of PIV5 particles with NAGS resulted in the formation of massive aggregates 

(note scale bar in panels), with little evidence of virus lysis. As a control, treatment of 

vesicular stomatitis virus with human sera resulted in virion lysis as evident by the 

detection of nucleocapsid structures (Fig. 1D). Thus, like human sera (Johnson et al.  
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Figure 1. NAGS has potent C’-mediated neutralizing capacity against parainfluenza 

virus. A) One hundred PFU of PIV5-GFP were incubated for 1 h at 37oC with media 

alone (control Ctr; left gray bar) or with a 1:20 dilution of either NAGS (striped bars) or 

heat inactivated serum (HI, black bars). Remaining infectivity was determined by plaque 

assays. Numbers on the x-axis indicate individual animal numbers. Results represent the 

average of four to six assays, with error bars representing standard deviations. (*) no 

plaques were detected in these samples. B and C) One hundred PFU of PIV5-GFP (panel 

B, animal 1465) or of HPIV2 (panel C, animal 1484) were incubated with the indicated 

fold dilutions of NAGS or HI monkey serum as described for panel A and remaining 

infectivity was determined by plaque assay. D) Purified PIV5-GFP was incubated alone 

(left panel; 49,000X) or with a 1:20 dilution of NAGS (right panel; 18,000X) for one h at 

37oC and then samples were placed on grids for analysis by electron microscopy. As a 

control for virion lysis, VSV was treated with normal human serum for 15 min as 

described previously (Johnson et al., 2012) before analysis by EM. The size of bars is 

indicated. (Performed by AEM) 
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2008), the potent C’-dependent neutralization of PIV5 by NAGS is through a mechanism 

involving aggregate formation. 

 

Antibodies do not contribute to C’-mediated neutralization of PIV5 by naïve NAGS. 

To determine if the animals used in this study had detectable levels of anti-PIV5 

antibodies, mock infected or PIV5-infected A549 cells were analyzed for cell surface 

staining by NAGS. As shown in Fig. 2A, the positive control polyclonal anti-PIV5 mouse 

serum gave strong cell surface staining on PIV5 infected cells. As shown for one 

representative animal (Fig. 2A; animal #1484), the NAGS from animals used in this study 

showed no significant staining on PIV5-infected cells compared to mock infected 

controls. Using western blotting of lysates from mock infected and PIV5-infected cells, 

sera from a few animals showed very low level reactivity against N protein (star, Fig. 2B).  

However, similar to the results from the immunofluorescence analysis, there was no 

detectable signal for reactivity against the viral glycoproteins.  

 

To directly test the role of antibodies in PIV5 neutralization by naïve animals, NAGS was 

depleted of IgG by treatment with Protein G-sepharose or with sepharose alone as a 

control and then tested for their capacity to neutralize PIV5-GFP in vitro. As shown in 

Fig. 2C, a 1:20 dilution of NAGS was equally effective in neutralizing PIV5-GFP when 

left untreated or following treatment with Protein G-sepharose or control sepharose 

lacking Protein G. Together, these data support the proposal that the animals used in this 

study lack substantial levels of antibodies to the PIV5 glycoproteins which could  
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Figure 2.  Anti-PIV5 antibodies do not contribute to C’-mediated neutralization of 

PIV5 by NAGS. A) A549 cells were mock infected or infected at an moi of 20 with 

PIV5. At 20 h pi, cells were analyzed for surface staining by immunofluorescence using 

mouse polyclonal anti-PIV5 serum or NAGS (animal 1484) as described in Materials and 

Methods. B) Lysates from A549 cells that were mock infected (M lanes) or infected (I 

lanes) with PIV5-GFP were analyzed by western blotting using NAGS from three 

representative AGMs. Control blots that were probed with mono-specific rabbit anti-sera 

to NP, P or M proteins served as markers for the position of viral proteins. Star in I lane, 

animal 1796 denotes weak reactivity with viral N protein. C) One hundred PFU of PIV5-

GFP were incubated for 1 h at 37oC with media alone (control Ctr; left gray bar) or with a 

1:20 dilution of either NAGS alone or with NAGS that had been depleted of antibodies 

by treatment with Protein G-sepharose. NAGS treated with sepharose alone served as a 

control. Remaining infectivity was determined by plaque assay. Results represent the 

average of four assays, with error bars representing standard deviations. (AEM performed 

experiment in collaboration with EY, GDP, and JJ) 
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contribute to neutralization, and that the C’-mediated neutralization shown above in Fig 1 

is through an antibody-independent mechanism.  

 

A recombinant PIV5 expressing HIV gp160 elicits strong serum antibody titers to 

PIV5 antigens and gp120. To determine the ability of a PIV5 vector to elicit antibody 

responses to viral and vector-encoded antigens in AGM, PIV5 was engineered to express 

the HIV IIIB gp160 protein as an additional gene between HN and L (Fig. 3A). Cells 

infected with the PIV5-gp160 vector expressed high levels of gp160 as detected by 

western blotting (Fig. 3B). Analysis of multi-step growth in tissue culture cells showed 

that the PIV5-gp160 virus grew slightly slower than the control PIV5-GFP (Fig. 3C), but 

this difference was less apparent in analysis of single step growth (high moi).  

 

To determine the capacity of PIV5-gp160 to elicit antibody responses, four adult 3 yr old 

AGM were innoculated (in two separate experiments using two animals each) by both the 

intranasal and intratracheal routes with 108 PFU of purified virus. Tracheal washes were 

obtained on d4 and d8, and serum was collected on d7 and d14 post inoculation. 

Throughout the timecourse of the experiment, animals showed no signs of overt illness, as 

evidenced by the lack of significant rise in temperature, no loss of cognitive function and 

the absence of labored breathing (data not shown). Analysis of tracheal wash fluid by 

TCID50 assay did not reveal detectable virus shedding at any time tested.  

 

Pre-immune and d14 post-innoculation sera were analyzed by ELISA for anti-PIV5 

antibodies as described previously (Johnson et al., 2008). As shown by the representative  
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Figure 3. A recombinant PIV5 engineered to express the HIV gp160 protein. A) The 

PIV5 genome is shown schematically with addition of the HIV-1 gp160 gene between 

HN and L as described previously (He et al., 1997). le and tr; leader and trailer. B) 

MDBK cells were mock infected (M lane) or infected (I lane) at an moi of 25, and cell 

lysates prepared at 18 h pi were analyzed by western blotting for NP and P (bottom 

panel) or for gp160 expression (top panel). C) MDBK cells were infected with the 

indicated viruses at an moi of 25 or 0.05 and virus titer was determined by plaque assay 

at 24 h pi (high moi) or at the indicated days (low moi). Error bars represent standard 

deviations. (Performed by EY and GDP).  
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sera giving 50% of maximum absorbance ranged from 31,000 to 70,000 for IgG and 

2,200 to 4,800 for IgM (Fig. 3B). Similarly, serum antibodies against gp120 were 

detected above that seen with a control animal serum, although titers were not as high as 

that seen against PIV5 antigens and were less consistent between animals (Fig. 3A).  

 

Antibody avidity was determined by exposure of PIV5 antigen-antibody complexes to 

increasing levels of the chaotropic agent NaSCN. As shown in Fig. 3C, ELISA 

absorbances remained near maximum levels up to ~0.5M NaSCN and were at background 

levels at 4M NaSCN. When expressed as the NaSCN concentration which reduces 

absorbances by 50%, the relative avidities of monkey sera ranged from ~0.78 to 1.42 (Fig. 

3C). The highest (1.4) and lowest (0.78) relative avidities for the four animals correlated 

with the highest (70,000) and lowest (32,000) anti-PIV5 IgG titers, but not with IgM 

titers.  

 

Tracheal lavage samples from the inoculated AGM were tested for the presence of 

mucosal-associated anti-PIV5 IgG and IgM. As shown for animals 1515 and 1536 in Fig. 

4C, levels of IgG at d4 post inoculation were detectable above control levels, but were 

substantially higher at d8 post inoculation. Tracheal lavage samples also contained anti-

gp160 IgG (Fig. 4C) and IgM (not shown), although the titers were apparently much 

lower than that of the anti-PIV5 antibodies. These data indicate that innoculation of the 

AGM respiratory tract with PIV5-gp160 elicits strong systemic and mucosal antibody 

responses.  
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Figure 4.  ELISA titers of AGM serum anti-PIV5 antibodies. A) Pre- and post-

infection sera collected from infected AGM were tested by ELISA for the presence of 

anti-PIV5 IgG (left panel) and IgM (middle panel). Alternatively, post-infection sera 

were tested for IgG specific for gp120 (right panel), with serum from an AGM that did 

not receive PIV5-gp160 (animal 1152) serving as a control. Representative data are 

presented from animals 1515 and 1536. B) Final titers of IgG, IgM were calculated from 

dilutions of post-immune sera. C) Tracheal washes were collected from animals 1515 and 

1536 on d4 and d8 post innoculation with PIV5-gp160. Samples were analyzed by 

ELISA for the presence of IgG specific for PIV5 or gp120. Control tracheal wash was 

collected from an animal that had not been exposed to PIV5-gp160. (Performed by AEM 

and EY).  
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Effective neutralization of PIV5 with post-infection AGM sera requires intact C’ 

pathways. The capacity of AGM antibodies to neutralize PIV5 was tested by incubating 

dilutions of pre- and post-infection sera with PIV5-GFP and determining remaining 

infectivity by plaque assay. In addition, HI sera was analyzed to define the role of C’ in 

neutralization. As shown in the example in Fig. 5A for sera from animal #1690, pre-

immune and d7 sera were effective in neutralization ~80% of infectivity at a 1:40 dilution, 

but was no longer effective after HI treatment. By contrast, d14 serum was highly 

effective in neutralizing PIV5, with no detectable infectivity seen out to a 1:200 dilution. 

Unexpectedly, HI removed much of the potency of neutralization by post-immune sera, 

since a 1:200 dilution of HI serum only neutralized ~20% of infectivity. Similar results 

were seen for all four PIV5-innoculated animals. For example, as shown in Fig. 5B, d14 

post-immune sera from monkeys #1515 and #1536 were highly effective in neutralizing 

PIV5 out to at least a 1:200 dilution. However, after HI treatment both of these post-

immune sera were only capable of substantial neutralization out to ~1:20. When higher 

dilutions of d14 post-immune sera were tested (Fig. 5C), PIV5 was neutralized at 

dilutions greater than 1:800. Final titers expressed as the reciprocal of the dilution of sera 

giving 50% neutralization ranged from 684, 842, 728 and 819 for animals 1515, 1536, 

1685 and 1690, respectively. Together, these data indicate that the potency of d14 anti-

PIV5 neutralizing antibodies is greatly reduced when sera are HI, indicating a high 

dependence on active C’ pathways.    

 

C1q is part of the C1 complex, which is necessary for and specific to the classical 

pathway. To test the hypothesis that post-immune AGM serum utilizes the classical  
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Figure 5.  Effective neutralization of PIV5 with post-infection AGM sera requires 

intact C’ pathways. A and B) PIV5-GFP was incubated with PBS (control, Ctr, gray 

bar) or with the indicated dilutions of normal or HI preparations of pre-immune, d7 post-

immune or d14 post-immune sera from animals 1690 (panel A) or 1515 and 1536 (panel 

B). Remaining infectivity was determined by plaque assay. Results represent the average 

of four assays, with error bars representing standard deviations. (*)no plaques were 

detected in these samples. C) PIV5-GFP was incubated with the indicated dilutions of 

d14 post-immune sera from the four AGM and samples were analyzed as described for 

panels A and B. (Performed by AEM and EY) 
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pathway to neutralize PIV5, purified PIV5 particles were incubated with either pre-

immune or post-immune serum. C1q and IgG deposition were each detected using gold 

bead labeling. PIV5 particles treated with pre-immune serum had no detectable IgG or 

C1q deposition (Fig. 6A). In contrast, high levels of both IgG (6 nm beads; small arrow) 

and C1q (12 nm beads; white arrow) were detected on the surface of PIV5 particles 

treated with post-immune sera (Fig. 6B).  These data support the proposal that antibodies 

elicited at d14 post-infection are highly dependent on C’ for PIV5 neutralization, and 

proceed through the classical antibody-triggered pathway. This finding also confirms that 

pre-immune NAGS does not neutralize by the classical pathway, as there was no Ig or 

C1q deposition on virus particles treated with pre-immune serum.    

 

To determine the mechanism of neutralization by post-immune AGM serum, purified 

PIV5-GFP was treated with post-immune sera and at different times analyzed by EM. As 

shown in Fig. 6C for a representative monkey sample, serum-treated virions held on ice 

showed a mixture of dispersed particles as well as some aggregation. However, after as 

little as 15 min at 37oC, virions were only seen in massive aggregates with very little 

evidence of virion lysis (see size of bar in Fig. 6D, and expanded view of aggregate, Fig 

6E). Thus, post-immune sera (Fig. 6) and pre-immune sera (Fig. 1) both neutralize PIV5 

by aggregation, with the major difference being the more rapid aggregation seen by post-

immune sera.  

 

AGM inoculated with PIV5 produce strong antibody responses to both F and HN 

proteins. One possible explanation for the high dependence of post-immune sera on C’  
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Figure 6.  C1q and IgG deposition on purified PIV5 after treatment with pre- and 

post-immune sera. A and B) Purified PIV5-GFP was treated with a 1/20 dilution of 

either pre- (panel A) or post-immune (panel B) monkey sera. Samples were subsequently 

treated with gold-conjugated anti-C1q (12 nm beads) and anti-human IgG (6 nm beads). 

Samples were analyzed by EM at a magnification of 68,000X.  C and D) Purified PIV5-

GFP was incubated with a 1:20 dilution of post-immune sera on ice for 1 min (Panel C; 

49,000X) or for 15 min at 37oC (panel D; 18,000X) and then analyzed by electron 

microscopy. The size of bars is indicated. The black box in panel D indicates the area 

expanded in the 0.5 um image. (Performed by JJ.) 
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for neutralization is that the inoculated AGM did not produce antibodies to both F and 

HN. To determine which viral proteins are recognized by post-immune AGM antibodies, 

Hep2 cells were mock infected or infected with PIV5 and lysates were analyzed by 

western blotting. As shown in Fig. 7A, two major viral proteins were specifically 

recognized by post-immune serum and alignment with known viral proteins indicated 

these were NP and P protein. No detectable signs of reactivity with SDS-denatured F, HN 

or M proteins were seen.  

 

To determine if post-immune sera recognized F and HN expressed on the cell surface, 

cells were mock infected or infected with PIV5, or with recombinant vaccinia virus 

(VacV) expressing either F protein, HN protein or the control protein ovalbumin. Cells 

were examined for surface staining by post-immune sera followed by FITC-conjugated 

goat anti-monkey IgG. As seen in Fig. 7B for representative serum from monkey 1515, 

antibodies recognized PIV5-infected cells but importantly also specifically recognized 

cells infected with both VacV-F and VacV-HN. Thus, antibodies to both of the two major 

PIV5 glycoproteins are present in AGM post-immune sera, but their capacity to neutralize 

virus is highly dependent on intact C’ pathways.  

 

PIV5 derived from AGM cells is refractory to neutralization by NAGS. The above 

data were generated using PIV5 grown in the bovine cell line MDBK, the standard cell 

type for generation of PIV5 stocks. To determine if PIV5 grown in AGM versus bovine 

cells differed in neutralization by non-immune NAGS, PIV5 was grown in the AGM cell 

line CV1 or MDBK cells and C’-mediated neutralization was carried out. As shown in  
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Figure 7. PIV5 proteins recognized by antibodies in sera from PIV5-innoculated 

AGM. A) Lysates from Hep2 cells mock infected (M lanes) or infected (I lanes) with 

PIV5-GFP were analyzed by western blotting using sera from infected AGM animal 

numbers 1515 and 1536. Control blots that were probed with mono-specific rabbit anti-

sera to NP, P or M proteins served as markers for the position of viral proteins. B) CV-1 

cells were mock infected or infected at an moi of 10 with PIV5 or with VacV individually 

expressing PIV5 F, PIV5 HN or control ovalbumin. Cells were fixed and analyzed for 

surface staining with monkey 1515 post-immune sera.  (Performed by GDP) 
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Fig. 8 for two representative naïve NAGS samples, MDBK-derived virus showed 

effective C’-dependent neutralization by as high as 1:80 dilution of serum. CV1-derived 

virus was also neutralized by NAGS, but effective neutralization was not seen at higher 

dilutions. These data are consistent with the proposal that host cell-derived inhibitors of 

C’ are incorporated into paramyxovirus particles (Johnson et al., 2012), and that they 

block C’ pathways in a species specific manner. Most importantly for this study, the 

finding that AGM-derived PIV5 is more resistant to C’ neutralization by NAGS further 

highlights the importance of C’ in determining the potency of antibodies that are elicited 

during an infection by parainfluenza viruses.  
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Figure 8. PIV5 derived from AGM cells is resistant to C’-mediated neutralization. 

One hundred twenty PFU of PIV5-GFP grown in MDBK or CV-1 cells were incubated 

for 1 h at 37oC with media alone (control Ctr; left gray bar) or with the indicated dilutions 

of NAGS (striped bars) or 1:40 of heat inactivated serum (HI, black bars). Remaining 

infectivity was determined by plaque assays. Results represent the average of four assays, 

with error bars representing standard deviations. (*) no plaques were detected in these 

samples. (Performed by GDP) 
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DISCUSSION 
 
 

Antibodies can be an important factor in the neutralization of many of the 

paramyxoviruses associated with pediatric respiratory tract infections (e.g., Delgado and 

Polack, 2004; Karron and Collins, 2013). However, the contribution of C’ to the potency 

of the antiviral antibodies that are elicited following a primary parainfluenza virus 

infection is often overlooked or difficult to analyze. This is in large part due to the very 

high levels of pre-existing parainfluenza virus antibodies in human sera following 

repeated exposure at an early age and also due to the use of adult versus infant sera in 

many analyses of virus neutralization. Here we have used a nonhuman primate model 

system to determine the contribution of C’ to the neutralizing capacity of antibodies that 

are elicited following the first exposure to PIV5 infection of the respiratory tract. In the 

animal population used for this study, we found no evidence for pre-existing PIV5 

glycoprotein-specific antibodies, and depletion of antibodies from non-immune serum did 

not alter C’-mediated neutralization of PIV5. Our most striking finding was that 

respiratory tract infection elicited strong anti-PIV5 antibodies when assayed by ELISA 

and these antibodies included responses to both F and to HN, but the neutralizing 

capacity of these antibodies was highly dependent on intact C’ pathways. Further support 

for C’-dependence in neutralization by post-immune sera came from the finding that 

PIV5 virions exhibit strong C1q and IgG deposition when treated with post- but not pre-

immune sera. As described below, these results have implications for the potential to 

harness C’ functions to enhance early immune responses to paramyxovirus infections. 
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Our finding that anti-PIV5 antibodies have high C’ dependence could reflect the need to 

generate neutralizing antibodies that are specific for the native form of the parainfluenza 

virus glycoproteins. It is known that antibodies to both HN and F are elicited by 

parainfluenza virus infection and they both can contribute to immunity (Karron and 

Collins, 2013; Spriggs et al., 1987). In the specific case of PIV5, previous work in a 

hamster model with recombinant VacV expressing F or HN showed that vaccination with 

F alone generated higher antibody levels than vaccination with HN alone, but anti-HN 

antibodies were more protective in challenge experiments (Paterson et al, 1987). 

However, the contribution of C’ to these immune responses and protection was not 

tested. It is known that there are substantial structural differences between immature and 

mature forms of the viral glycoproteins (Lamb and Jardetzky, 2007; Mottet et al., 1986). 

Likewise, point mutations that destabilize the F protein can alter the binding of human 

antibodies and increase dependence on C’ for neutralization (Johnson et al., 2013). Thus, 

the inherent conformation of the parainfluenza glycoproteins and epitope accessibility 

due to virion structures could be a major factor in eliciting antibodies that are initially of 

low avidity and more dependent on C’ for neutralization. This is consistent with prior 

proposals that the structure of enveloped virus particles can contribute to differential C’ 

dependence for neutralization, since antibodies against the VacV extracellular enveloped 

form are highly dependent on C’ for activity (Benhnia et al., 2009). 

 

Alternatively, the high C’-dependence of antibodies generated in our model system could 

be a reflection of the particular animals used in our study. The WFU VRC was founded 

in 1975 with 57 animals imported from the islands of St. Kitts and Nevis (described in 
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Jasinska et al., 2012). Since the mid-1980s, this has been a closed animal breeding 

colony, with no new animals imported since that time. Previous work on parainfluenza 

virus infection of AGM (e.g., Schaap-Nutt et al., 2011) showed that animals elicited 

strong levels of serum antibodies, but the origin of the animals used in these studies was 

not detailed. Thus, the restricted breeding within a closed colony such as the WFU VRC 

may contribute to genetic bottlenecks in the ability to generate a range of antibodies that 

have varying degrees of dependence on C’. The ability to exploit the documented 

pedigree of the VRC (Jasinska et al., 2012) and the availability of complete genome 

sequences for many of these animals (http://www.genomequebec.mcgill.ca/compgen/ 

vervet_research/) provides an opportunity to explore the role of genetics in C’ 

dependence for neutralization.  

 

Our results are based on immune responses elicited following an initial experimental 

exposure of animals to PIV5, and have not included an analysis of neutralizing capacity 

following a secondary exposure or boost. For the closely related MuV, human antibodies 

elicited by early exposure are initially of low affinity and limited isotype diversity, but 

the antibodies appear to have higher affinity and broader isotype profiles after re-

exposure (reviewed in Rubin and Vandermeulen, 2011). Thus, future studies with prime-

boost protocols could reveal that high dependence on C’ for neutralization is a reflection 

of the primary exposure to virus infection. This would be consistent with results with 

mouse antibodies raised to influenza virus, where C’ effects were primarily seen the case 

of the antibodies elicited by primary exposure (Feng et al., 2002).  
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We found that the mechanism of PIV5 neutralization by naïve non-human primate serum 

was C’-dependent but antibody-independent, and proceeded through formation of 

massive aggregates, similar to that seen with human sera (Johnson et al., 2008). A similar 

result was reported for influenza virus, where serum samples from influenza-naïve mice 

neutralized influenza virus particles by forming viral aggregates, though neither natural 

IgM nor C’ alone was sufficient for neutralization (Jayasekera et al., 2007). Thus, in 

contrast to other negative strand RNA viruses such as VSV and HPIV3 which show C’-

dependent virion lysis (Johnson et al., 2012; Vasantha et al., 1988), there was no 

evidence that exposure to AGM serum resulted in release of PIV5 nucleocapsids from 

within the lipid envelope. Importantly, sera from inoculated animals also neutralized 

PIV5 through this common mechanism, with the only discernable difference between 

pre- and post-immune sera being the kinetics of virus aggregation. It is not clear why, 

despite strong activation of C’, the pathway does not progress to virion lysis. This could 

reflect failure to progress through the C’ pathway to MAC formation or lack of a 

functional membrane attack complex (MAC) due to the presence of C’ inhibitors within 

the virion (Johnson et al., 2013).  

 

Since treatment of PIV5 with post-immune sera does not result in virion lysis, how does 

C’ enhance the neutralizing potency of monkey anti-PIV5 antibodies? Mehlhop and 

coworkers (2009) have shown for WNV that C1q was able to lower the threshold number 

of anti-viral antibodies that are needed for neutralization, and it was proposed that this 

enhancement was due to changes in epitope accessibility. Thus, C’ factors may alter 

epitope accessibility of otherwise weakly neutralizing antibodies. Importantly, the 
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contribution of C’ factors to enhanced antibody function in the case of WNV and 

influenza virus was highly dependent on antibody subclass (Feng et al, 2002; Melhop et 

al. 2009). This raised the critical point that vaccination strategies designed to induce C’-

activating antibodies (e.g., human IgG1 and IgG3) should result in more robust protective 

responses. 

 

PIV5 is being developed by a number of research groups as a promising vaccine or 

therapeutic vector (Clark et al, 2011; Chen et al., 2013; Gainey et al., 2008; Thompkins et 

al., 2007). Consistent with this, AGM inoculated with PIV5-gp160 elicited anti-gp120 

IgG and IgM both systemically as well as at the mucosal surface of the respiratory tract. 

In each of the model systems we have employed - including mice, ferrets and nonhuman 

primates - inoculation of animals with PIV5 does not result in overt disease symptoms, 

including no respiratory distress, elevation of temperature, or other signs of disease. It is 

also noteworthy that animals either previously vaccinated with PIV5 vectors or with 

natural pre-existing anti-PIV immunity can still respond extremely well to a secondary 

vaccination with the same PIV5 (Capraro et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2012). Our finding 

here that anti-viral antibodies elicited by the first respiratory tract exposure to PIV5 are 

inherently weakly-neutralizing may provide an explanation for this, since the existing 

antibodies alone may not be able to prevent reinfection.  

 

It is known that human C’ activity is low in neonates and infants when compared to 

adults. For example, the concentrations of many C’ factors in cord blood and in newborns 

have been estimated to be only ~10-80% that of adults. Additionally, the functional 
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activity of factors in the neonate C’ cascade is thought to be much lower than can be 

accounted for by concentration alone (McGreal et al., 2012; Zach and Hostetter, 1989). 

Given the importance of respiratory tract infections of infants and children (Karron and 

Collins, 2013), our results highlight the importance of understanding the role of C’ in the 

initial antibody response of infants to parainfluenza virus natural infections as well as the 

development of protective vaccines against these and other viruses (Hodgins and Shewen, 

2012). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Cells and viruses.  Monolayer cultures of A549, CV-1, MDBK, and Hep2 cells were 

grown in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% HI fetal 

bovine serum (FBS), penicillin (100 units/ml), streptomycin (100 ug/ml) and 200 mM L-

Glutamine. U937 cells were grown in RPMI supplemented as above. Recombinant PIV5 

isolates were grown in MDBK cells. HPIV2 was grown and titered in CV-1 cells. Viruses 

were concentrated by centrifugation through a glycerol cushion (5 h; 25,000 RPM; SW28 

rotor), and resuspended virus was further purified by centrifugation on a 30-60% sucrose 

gradient (2 h; 23,000 RPM; SW28 rotor). The virus band was collected, pelleted again, 

resuspended in PBS containing 0.75% BSA and stored at -80oC.   

 

WT PIV5 encoding the GFP gene between HN and L (PIV5-GFP) has been described 

(He et al., 2008). To generate a cDNA encoding PIV5-gp160, the gene encoding the BH8 

HIV-1 gp160 protein was removed from plasmid pPE5 (Earl et al., 1990) and altered by 

PCR to encode 5’ EcoRV and 3’ SalI sites. The resulting DNA fragment was digested 

with these two enzymes and inserted into the StuI and SalI sites of a modified version of 

pBH276 (He et al., 1997).  Recombinant PIV5 was recovered from transfected cells as 

described previously (Parks et al., 2002).  

 

Concentration-dependent virus neutralization by normal sera and HI sera was carried out 

in 200 ul reactions for 1 h at 37oC as previously described (Johnson, et al., 2012), with 

remaining infectivity determined by plaque assay on CV-1 cells. Results are the average 

of four to six reactions, with the significance of data points calculated using the student’s 
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t-test. Antibodies were depleted from NAGS by treatment of a 1:20 dilution of NAGS 

with 50 ul of Protein G-sepharose on ice for 15 min. Samples were then used in 

neutralization assays as described above.  

 

Animal Procedures. All procedures were approved by the Wake Forest University 

Animal Care and Use Committee. Procedures were based on published approaches for 

infection of AGM with HPIV2 (Schaap-Nutt et al., 2011). Healthy 3 year-old African 

Green monkeys (Chlorocebus aethiops) were sedated with ketamine, and placed in a 

dorsal position before receiving 108 pfu of purified PIV5-gp160 delivered in a total of 2 

ml of sterile PBS. One ml was delivered to the trachea and 0.5 ml was delivered to each 

nostril. Animals were monitored for resting respiration rate, attitude, and signs of 

respiratory disease. To collect BAL, 15 mls of sterile PBS was administered into the 

trachea with a catheter advanced to the smallest airway its diameter allowed, followed by 

a 15 ml bolus of air. PBS was then aspirated with a syringe, adjusted to 0.5% bovine 

serum albumin and stored at -80oC. Blood was collected by femoral venipuncture at the 

days pi indicated in the figure legends and allowed to clot for 1 h at 37oC. The clot was 

retracted and serum was separated by centrifugation, aliquoted and stored at -80oC. 

Complement inactivated serum was prepared by heating NAGS at 56oC for 30 min.  

 

ELISA. Anti-PIV5 ELISAs were performed as described previously (Johnson et al. 

2008). Briefly, MaxiSorp 96-well ELISA plates (Nunc) were coated with 1 ug of sucrose 

gradient-purified PIV5. For gp160 ELISAs, plates were coated with 0.2 ug of 

recombinant gp120 (reagent 11784 supplied by NIH AIDS Research and Reference 
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Program). Plates were incubated at 4°C overnight, washed three times with PBS/Tween 

(0.2%), and wells were blocked with 200 ul of PBS containing 2% BSA for 2 hr at room 

temperature.  Dilutions of sera were added to wells, incubated for 1 hr, and wells were 

washed with PBS/Tween before incubation for 1 hr with HRP-conjugated goat anti-

monkey IgG or IgM (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, PA) and development with 

substrate TMB (tetramethylbenzidine dihydrochloride, Sigma). The absorbance was 

determined at 450 nm on a Labsystems Multiskan Plus plate reader (Fisher Scientific, 

GA).  

 

Electron microscopy. To visualized virions, purified PIV5 particles were mixed with 

NAGS at a dilution of 1:20 and incubated in fluid phase for various time points (0, 15, 30 

and 60 mins) at 37oC followed by addition of the samples onto carbon coated 200 mesh 

gold Formvar carbon support grids (catalog number CF200-AU; Electron Microscopy 

Sciences, Hartfield, PA). After adsorption for 10 mins, grids were fixed with 2.5% 

glutaraldehyde, washed with PBS, negatively stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid and 

observed under Technai transmission electron microscope. Alternatively, virions were 

treated with NAGS (1:20 dilution), blocked with 1% BSA in PBS and then probed with 

anti-C1q or anti-human IgG polyclonal antibody at a 1:25 dilution PBS with 1% BSA. 

C1q deposition was detected with 12 nm gold-labeled donkey anti-goat antibody 

(Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories, PA). Binding of human antibody was analyzed 

using 6 nm gold-labeled goat anti-human secondary antibody. 
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Western blotting and immunofluorescense. Western blotting was carried out as 

described previously using either AGM sera or mono-specific rabbit antisera to the PIV5 

P, M and NP proteins (Parks et al., 2002). Alternatively, blots were probed with goat anti-

gp120 polyclonal antibody (US Biologicals catalog number H6003-35). Blots were 

visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence and exposure to film. 

 

Immunofluorescence was carried out as described previously (Manuse and Parks, 2009). 

Briefly, CV-1 cells infected at an moi of 10 with PIV5, or with recombinant vaccinia 

viruses expressing the PIV5 F, PIV5 HN (Paterson et al., 1987) or control ovalbumin 

(Parks and Alexander-Miller, 2002). At 18 h pi, cells were fixed in paraformaldehyde, 

and stained with a 1:500 dilution of monkey post immune sera followed by a 1:1000 

dilution FITC-conjugated goat anti-monkey IgG (Serotec). As a positive control, mouse 

polyclonal anti-PIV5 serum was generated by intranasal infection of Balb/c mice with 

PIV5 and collection of sera at day 28 post infection. Images were captured using 

QImaging digital camera and processed using Q-capture software.  Exposure times were 

manually set to be constant between samples.   
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CHAPTER III 

 

An AGM Model for Changes in Complement During Pregnancy: Neutralization of 

Influenza Virus by Serum is Diminished in Late Third Trimester. 

 

This chapter has been previously published; stylistic variations result from the demands 

of the journal in which it was published.  

(Mayer and Parks 2014, PLOS ONE) 

 

ABSTRACT 

Pregnant women in the third trimester are at increased risk of severe influenza disease 

relative to the general population, though mechanisms behind this are not completely 

understood. The immune response to influenza infection employs both complement (C’) 

and antibody (Ab). The relative contributions of these components to the anti-viral 

response are difficult to dissect because most humans have pre-existing influenza-

specific Abs. We developed the African green monkey (AGM) as a tractable nonhuman 

primate model to study changes in systemic innate immunity to influenza during 

pregnancy. Because the AGMs in the WFU VRC were influenza-naïve, we were able to 

examine the role of C’ in influenza virus neutralization using serum from non-pregnant 

animals before and after influenza infection. We determined that serum from naïve 

AGMs neutralized influenza via C’, while post-infection neutralization did not require 

C’, suggesting an Ab-mediated mechanism. The latter mimicked neutralization using 

human serum. Further, we found that ex vivo neutralization of influenza with both naïve 
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and influenza-immune AGM serum occurred by virus particle aggregation and lysis, with 

immune serum lysing virus at a much higher rate than naïve serum. We hypothesized 

that the anti-influenza C’ response would diminish late in AGM pregnancy, 

corresponding with the time when pregnant women suffer increased influenza severity. 

We found that influenza neutralization capacity is significantly diminished in serum 

collected late in the third trimester. Strikingly, we found that circulating levels of C3, 

C3a, and C4 are diminished late in gestation relative to nonpregnant animals, and while 

neutralization capacity and serum C3a return to normal shortly after parturition, C3 and 

C4 levels do not. This AGM model system will enable further studies of the role of 

physiologic and hormonal changes in downregulating C’-mediated anti-viral immunity 

during pregnancy, and it will permit the identification of therapeutic targets to improve 

outcomes of influenza virus infection in pregnant women. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pregnancy is a unique physiologic state that is essential for the survival of all mammalian 

species. It requires the maternal immune system to perform the seemingly contradictory 

roles of tolerance to accept the fetus (as an alloantigen) and protection of the mother and 

fetus from infection and inflammatory insults. Pregnancy has historically been 

characterized as a state of immune suppression [1]; however, this description 

oversimplifies the complex physiologic requirements of the progression from 

implantation and placentation, to rapid fetal growth and development, to preparation for 

delivery [2]. These distinct phases of pregnancy have different physiologic needs and are 

accompanied by highly regulated hormone alterations, shifting profiles of energy 

expenditure, and a changing immunological milieu [3,4]. Given these unique alterations, 

it stands to reason that pregnant women experience a distinct range of immunological 

challenges [2,5,6]. Together, this raises the clinically relevant question of how the innate 

immune response to viruses is altered during pregnancy [7].   

 

Influenza virus infection is associated with a disproportionately high burden of disease in 

pregnant women around the world, during both pandemics and seasonal outbreaks 

[3,8,9]. During the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, for example, pregnant women were at ten-

times the risk of severe infection relative to non-pregnant women [9]. There has been 

extensive documentation of pregnant women infected with influenza virus suffering 

disproportionately severe respiratory disease and the public health impact of this 

phenomenon [10-12]. These severe influenza virus infections are most common late in 

pregnancy [9,10,13] and may lead to serious outcomes such as low gestational weight, 
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preterm birth, and infant failure to thrive, even in the absence of fetal infection [9,14,15]. 

These effects pose significant public health challenges and are of great economic cost 

worldwide. 

 

Though complement (C’) has been traditionally regarded as playing an important role in 

protection from bacterial infections, it also plays a significant role in the innate response 

to a number of viruses including VSV, mumps, measles, Newcastle disease, 

parainfluenza viruses, and influenza virus [16-21]. The C’ cascade has unique and 

essential roles in early responses to infection such as direct virus neutralization, induction 

of chemotaxis, enhancement of phagocytosis, immune complex clearance, and lysis of 

infected cells [22]. Specifically, C’ is essential for effective clearance of influenza virus 

[21,23,24]. For example, C3-/- mice are highly susceptible to influenza virus infection—

with increased virus titers and delayed clearance relative to WT mice [23].  

 

While natural antibodies (nAbs) play an important role in eliciting an effective immune 

response against primary infections with influenza virus [24,25], natural IgM (nIgM) 

does not effectively neutralize influenza virus in the absence of C’ [21]. This also holds 

true for other types of low affinity Abs, such as cross-reactive Abs [26,27]. Further, it has 

been shown that C’ can fix Ab to mediate opsonization or membrane attack, via the 

classical pathway. From a clinical context, seasonal influenza epidemics are comprised of 

disease among individuals previously infected with closely related strains in prior 

seasons; this indicates that cross-reactive Abs are often not adequate to protect healthy 

adults, even in the presence of normal C’. In fact, the role that cross-reactive Ab plays in 
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protecting a patient from a new influenza virus infection is highly strain-dependent [28]. 

We hypothesize that differences in C’ between pregnant women and other healthy adult 

populations contribute to the increased disease severity seen in the pregnant population. 

Here we developed a model that enabled us to identify the unique and non-redundant 

roles of C’ in influenza virus neutralization by influenza-naïve serum.  

 

While C’ effects indirectly enhance the downstream immune response (e.g. by increasing 

phagocytosis and acting as chemoattractants for innate immune cell types), we have more 

recently come to appreciate that the C’ system can also directly regulate humoral 

immunity and T cell functions [29-31]. Therefore, alterations in C’ levels and/or function 

have the potential for broader effects on the whole immune response to a pathogen. The 

role of C’ in increased severity of influenza during pregnancy, however, has not been 

previously explored.  

 

C’ activation is correlated with poor pregnancy outcomes such as pre-eclampsia and 

preterm birth, leading to the proposal that C’ inhibition is an “absolute requirement” of 

normal pregnancy [32]. It has been proposed that C’ activation during pregnancy leads to 

a pro-inflammatory, pro-coagulant, and tissue damaging environment surrounding the 

fetus [33]. For example, high levels of anaphylatoxins, such as C5a, induce the release of 

potent anti-angiogenic factors, which sequester growth factors that are essential for 

normal placental development and healthy pregnancy [34-36]. However, these studies 

seem at odds with a number of reports that C’ is activated during pregnancy [37-39]. 

Such disparities may reflect the difficulties inherent in performing longitudinal studies in 
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pregnant women. Further, to our knowledge, no analysis of functional C’ activity against 

pathogens has been performed using samples from pregnant women. Thus, the question 

of how C’ functions against pathogens such as influenza virus during pregnancy remains 

unresolved.  

 

Human studies pose significant obstacles to addressing this experimental question 

because of differences in anti-influenza virus antibody levels among subjects, which 

confounds the analysis of the role of C’ in neutralization [40,41]. Thus, we sought to 

identify an influenza-naïve pregnancy model system that closely mimics the pregnancy 

physiology of women. Mice are the most common animal model used in pregnancy 

studies because they are relatively inexpensive, are reared in an easily controlled 

environment, and their short gestation period enables rapid experiments and large sample 

sizes. However, murine reproductive physiology differs greatly from that of humans 

[42,43]. The African green monkey (AGM) is a strikingly suitable model for studies of 

reproductive physiology, with many characteristics in common with humans (Table 1). 

For example, AGMs have cycle types, hormone levels, and pregnancy physiology very 

similar to those of humans. Additionally, while AGM fetal development occurs in a 

similar fashion as humans, the 5.5-month AGM gestation period is slightly compressed 

and more accessible than that of humans. For this study, the Wake Forest University 

Primate Center (WFUPC) Vervet Research Colony (VRC) served as a source for groups 

of pregnant and control female AGMs. Access to the VRC enabled us to perform 

longitudinal sampling during and after pregnancy.  
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Table 1. Reproductive comparisons across species 

a See reference [44] 
b See reference [45] 
c See reference [46-52] 
  

 Mousea Humanb AGMc 

Gestation 
Length 

18- 20 days ~280 days  ~155 days 

Number of 
Offspring per 
Parturition 

6 - 8 1 - 2 1 -  2 

Hormone 
Sources During 
Pregnancy 

Corpus luteum is 
source of 
progesterone; 
systemic progesterone 
withdrawal prior to 
parturition 

Corpus luteum 
initial source; 
placenta after 
eighth week 

Placenta is 
source of 
progesterone 

Structure of 
Female 
Reproductive 
Tract 

Duplex (two separate 
uterine horns) 

Simplex (single 
cavity) uterus 

Simplex uterine 
cavity similar to 
human 

Cycling 
Estrogen Levels 

~100 pg/ml (estrous 
peak) 

~400 pg/ml 
(preovulatory 
peak) 

~500 pg/ml 
(preovulatory 
peak) 

Cycle Type Estrous (4-5 d) Menstrual (28 d) Menstrual (31 d) 

Age at Onset of 
Puberty 

6 w 10-11 y 3 y 
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Here, we demonstrate the utility of this novel AGM model system by determining how 

C’ levels and the capacity for C’-mediated virus neutralization change during pregnancy. 

We found that late in third trimester (T3), pregnant animals have significantly diminished 

circulating C’ factors and decreased capacity to neutralize influenza virus. Our data 

support a model whereby these late T3 C’ reductions, which may be essential to permit 

the maintenance of healthy pregnancy, could increase the severity of influenza disease.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cells, viruses, and serum.  Monolayer cultures of MDBK cells [53] were grown in 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated 

fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin (100 units/ml), streptomycin (100 ug/ml) and 2 mM 

L-Glutamine. U937 cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were grown in RPMI supplemented as 

above. Influenza A virus engineered to encode GFP as a fusion protein with the viral NS1 

protein was the kind gift of Adolfo Garcia-Sastre [54] and was grown in 10 day old 

embryonated chicken eggs as described previously [55]. The properties of individual 

normal human sera (NHS) from healthy donors has been described previously [20]. 

Commercially available pooled human sera was from Complement Technology, Inc. 

(Tyler, TX).  

 

Ethics statements and animal husbandry. Individual NHS samples were collected 

following approval of the Wake Forest University IRB under human protocol number 

BG04-504 and written consent of the individuals. AGM studies were carried out in strict 

accordance with the recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory 

Animals of the National Institutes of Health. The protocols were approved by the Wake 

Forest University Animal Care and Use Committee (A13-023; A13-027) and utilized 

animals from the Vervet Research Colony (VRC) of the Wake Forest University Primate 

Center (WFPC). At the time of the study, the colony consisted of 486 animals in their 

second to eighth generation in captivity. All animals were colony-born and were of 

known age. Regular procedures revolve around the tri-annual TB testing program, during 

which time every animal in the colony is captured, sedated, physically examined, and 
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tested for TB, and (if female) given a reproductive ultrasound. In addition, an appropriate 

environmental enrichment SOP for the influenza infection project (A13-023) was 

approved by the Wake Forest University Nonhuman Primate Environmental Enrichment 

Committee. This included, but was not limited to: pair-housing the majority of the time, 

but single-housed temporarily for experimental requirements; monkeys located to have 

auditory, visual, and olfactory stimulation from other monkeys in the room; and monkeys 

received species-appropriate toys and manipulate, which were rotated regularly. All 

experimental procedures were performed only with sedated animals and appropriate 

analgesia was administered. Steps were taken to ameliorate suffering and improve animal 

welfare in accordance with the recommendations of the Weatherall report (2006). 

Pregnant, postpartum, and control animals for the pregnancy portion of this work were 

housed in large maternal social groups with indoor/outdoor housing and equipment for 

normal physical activity.  All animals were fed the Purina #5038 normal protein monkey 

chow diet ad libitum. Food was removed the night before procedures requiring sedation 

and/or anesthesia.  Animals in this project were fully under the care of veterinarians at the 

WFU School of Medicine in accordance with the standards incorporated in The Guide to 

the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (2011). 

 

Animal infection. Healthy 18-22 yo African Green monkeys (Chlorocebus aethiops) 

were sedated with ketamine, and placed in a dorsal position before receiving 8x109 50% 

Egg Infective Dose (EID50) of purified H1N1 influenza strain A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 

(PR8) delivered in 2 ml sterile PBS. One ml was delivered to the trachea and 0.5 ml was 

delivered to each nostril. Femoral blood was collected at the days pi indicated in the 
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figure legends and allowed to clot for 45 min at 37oC. The clot was retracted and serum 

was separated by centrifugation, aliquoted and stored at -80oC. Complement inactivated 

serum was prepared by heating inactivation (HI) of normal AGM serum (NAGS) at 56oC 

for 30 min.  

 

Pregnant animals. Fifty-nine AGMs in the VRC were identified as pregnant between 

January and May 2012 and used in this study. Control animals were selected at random 

from the VRC during two dates overlapping with collection dates for pregnant animals. 

The animals used in the study are described in Table 2. We used third trimester and 

postpartum samples from a longitudinal sampling scheme that involved tracking and 

sampling of each animal two to three times during pregnancy, once within 5-10 days 

following parturition at check-in (PC), and once two to six months postpartum (PP). 

Repeated blood samples from the pregnant animals in the breeding colony were obtained 

during TB testing dates, following sedation and ultrasound confirmation of pregnancy 

status. Briefly, during the 2012 breeding season, femoral vein blood samples were 

collected from each pregnant animal during the regularly scheduled TB testing in 

January, May, and September. We faced the challenge of having no a priori knowledge 

of conception dates for females in the VRC colony. Ultrasound was used to estimate the 

gestational age of the fetus based on fetal head circumference [56,57]. Additional dates 

were scheduled in April and July 2012 for blood draws, physical exams, and ultrasounds 

to confirm healthy gestation. Serum was isolated and stored as described above. Samples 

used in C’ ELISAs and neutralization experiments were categorized based on the 

gestation date when the sample was collected. 
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   Table 2. Characteristics of AGM pregnant and control samples 

a Percent of animals that have had stillbirths, aborted fetuses, or infant mortality less than      
6 months old in pregnancies prior to 2012. 

b Same as a, but during 2012 breeding season when samples were collected. 
c Number of animals (percent of animals in parentheses) for which we collected a sample 

during Trimester 1 (< 55 days), Trimester 2 (55 - 110 days), Trimester 3 ( > 110 days), 
at parturition check-in (5 – 10 days after parturtion), and 2 – 6 months postpartum.  

d Number in parentheses indicates percent of total pregnancy samples collected during 
indicated trimester. 

e  7 animals (60 – 53 = 7) were sampled twice during T3.  
  

 Pregnant Controls 

Total number of animals 53  
(+ 6 prior to sampling) 

24 

Age range 3.3 – 17 years 5 – 20 years 

% primiparous  18.9% N/A 

% with history of poor outcomesa 22.6% N/A 

% with 2012 poor outcomeb 16.9% N/A 

T1c  13 (11.8%)d N/A 

T2c 37 (33.6%)d N/A 

T3c 60e (54.5%)d N/A 

Parturition check-inc 58 N/A 

2-6 mo post partumc 54 N/A 
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Serum neutralization assays. PR8 neutralization experiments were performed by 

treating 5 PFU of PR8-GFP with normal or HI human or AGM sera diluted in RPMI (in a 

total volume of 100 µl), as indicated in the figure legends for 45 min at 37°C. U937 cells 

(2x105) were added, and the mixtures were analyzed 48 h later for GFP expression. This 

extended incubation period allowed for high sensitivity and detection of small differences 

in neutralization capacity across serum samples. The effective dose 50 (ED50) was 

developed as a measure representative of neutralization capacity for serum samples 

collected from pregnant and postpartum animals.  Neutralization assays were carried out 

using different dilutions of sera, as described above.  For each dilution (1:40, 1:80, 1:160, 

and 1:320) of each serum sample, the percent neutralization was calculated using the 

following equation:  

% neutralization(NAGS) = [1- (%GFP+
(NAGS ))/(%GFP+

(No serum))]*100 

This number was plotted on the y-axis against the corresponding serum dilution on the x-

axis, and a logistic regression was performed over the whole series, as shown in Results. 

In this fashion, a logistic regression was performed for samples from each animal, and the 

ED50 was determined by calculating the amount of serum required to achieve a y-value of 

50% neutralization.  

 

Electron microscopy. Electron microscopy (EM) analysis of sucrose gradient-purified 

PR8 was carried out as previously described [20]. Briefly, 5 µl of a 1:5 dilution of PR8 

(13.8 µg of PR8) was incubated with 5 µl of a 1:5 dilution of AGM serum at 37°C for the 

time period indicated in the figure legend. Zero min incubations were performed on ice. 

After the indicated time, mixtures were placed on Formvar carbon-coated 200-mesh gold 
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grids (EM Sciences, PA) and incubated in a humidified chamber for 10 min before fixing 

with 2.5% glutaraldehyde. Samples were negatively stained with 2% phospho-tungstic 

acid and analyzed with a Technai transmission electron microscope.  

 

Western blotting.  Western blotting was performed as described previously [58]. 

Specifically, either 1:50, 1:250, and 1:500 dilutions of each NHS and NAGS samples (for 

species comparison) or 1:200 and 1:400 dilutions of each pregnancy NAGS sample (for 

quantification) were electrophoresed and transferred to a nitrocellulose blot which was 

probed with goat anti-human C3 primary Ab at a 1:2000 dilution (Calbiochem), followed 

by HRP-conjugated donkey anti-goat at a dilution of 1:4000. Quantities of AGM C3 were 

determined relative to 50 ng, 100 ng, and 200 ng samples of purified human C3 

(Complement Technology, Inc., Tyler, TX) using a Kodak Image Station 4000R and 

Carestream MI software (Molecular Imaging System Carestream, Health Inc.).  

 

ELISA. MaxiSorp 96-well ELISA plates (Nalge Nunc International, Penfield, NY) were 

coated with 100 µl of diluted serum (1:32,000 for C3; 1:16,000 for C3a; 1:6000 for C4), 

or with dilutions of purified C3, C3a or C4 human standards (all from Complement 

Technology). Plates were incubated at 4°C overnight, washed three times with 

PBS/Tween (0.2%), and wells were blocked with 200 µl of PBS containing 5% milk for 1 

hr at 37°C. 100 µl of diluted primary goat anti-human C3 (1:2000), rabbit anti-human 

C3a (1:5000) or goat anti-human C4 (1:2000) (all from Calbiochem) was added to each 

well and incubated for 1 h at room temperature (RT). Wells were washed five times with 

PBS/Tween before incubation at RT for 1 h with 100 µl per well of HRP-conjugated 
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donkey anti-goat (1:20,000 for C3 and C4) or goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:50,000 for C3a) 

(Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, PA) followed by development with substrate 

TMB (tetramethylbenzidine dihydrochloride, Sigma). The absorbance was determined at 

450 nm on a ELx800 plate Absorbance Microplate Reader (Bio Tek Instruments, Inc., 

Vermont).  

 

Statistics. Graphpad Prism and was used to perform all analyses. The Shapiro-Wilk 

normality test was performed on each group. Based on these findings, two-tailed unpaired 

t-tests were performed on log-transformed neutralization percentages for comparisons 

between NAGS and NHS and between naïve and immune sample dates, as well as to 

compare C3 β-chain concentrations between control and T3 groups. In the comparison of 

Control vs T3 % serum for PR8 ED50, the T3 distribution did not pass the Shapiro-Wilk 

normality test, so the Mann-Whitney compare ranks two-tailed non-parametric test was 

used. A one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons was used for 

comparisons of greater than two categories. Mean and SD are shown as measures of 

dispersion for each group tested in every figure. p-values represented as: * p < 0.05; ** p 

< 0.001; *** p < 0.0001. 
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RESULTS 

Comparison of C’ concentrations in human and AGM sera. To our knowledge, direct 

quantitative comparisons of serum C3 concentrations in humans and AGMs have not 

been previously published. To verify relevance of the AGM model for human C’ studies, 

three dilutions of NAGS (Fig. 1, lanes 4 – 6) or NHS (Fig. 1, lanes 7 – 9) were analyzed 

by western blot for C3 levels. While there were slight differences in mobility of C3 α- 

and C3 β –chains between species, these data strongly suggest that human (Hu) and 

AGM serum C’ proteins are expressed at similar levels. 

   

Comparison of human versus AGM sera for C’-mediated neutralization of influenza 

virus. A highly sensitive functional assay was developed for comparing the capacity of 

human and AGM serum to neutralize influenza virus in vitro. In this assay, dilutions of 

normal or heat inactivated (HI) human or AGM sera were mixed with a recombinant 

influenza virus PR8 that was engineered to express GFP as a fusion protein with the viral 

NS-1 protein [54]. After 40 min at 37°C, samples were used to infect U937 human 

monocytes. 48 h post-infection (pi) the percent GFP+ cells was determined by flow 

cytometry. As shown in Fig. 2, Panel A, virus in the absence of serum resulted in ~23% 

of cells being infected. When virus was treated with a 1:40 dilution of HI AGM serum 

(Fig. 2, Panel C), there was no reduction in infectivity. However, following treatment 

with a 1:40 dilution of NAGS, only 2% of the cells were infected (Fig. 2, Panel D).  This 

loss of infectivity with NAGS but not with HI AGM serum indicates that neutralization 

was dependent on intact C’ pathways. Further, PR8-GFP neutralization by NAGS was 

dose dependent, as treatment with 1:80, 1:160, and 1:320 dilutions of serum resulted in  
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Figure 1. Comparison of C3 concentrations in NHS and NAGS. NAGS and NHS 

were used to compare C3 concentrations by western blot, relative to purified Hu C3 

controls. Controls of 50 ng, 100 ng, and 200 ng are in lanes 1, 2, and 3, respectively, on 

each of the three blots. 1:500, 1:250, and 1:50 dilutions of NAGS are in lanes 4, 5, and 6, 

respectively and of NHS are in lanes 7, 8, and 9, respectively. One NAGS donor and one 

NHS donor were on each blot, as indicated in the figure by NAGS or NHS number. C3 β- 

and C3 α-chain and their MW in kilodaltons are indicated on each blot.     
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Figure 2. Flow cytometry-based PR8-GFP neutralization assay. PR8-GFP was mixed 

with a range of NAGS dilutions for 40 min at 37°C, and then used to infect U937 cells 

for 48 hr. Flow cytometry was used to determine the percentage of the cell population 

that was positive for GFP expression. Controls were: (A) Virus with no serum; (B) Cells 

only—no serum and no virus; (C) Virus plus 1:40 HI AGM serum. AGM serum dilutions 

used to treat virus were: (D) 1:40 NAGS; (E) 1:80 NAGS; (F) 1:160 NAGS; (G) 1:320 

NAGS. (H) Percent of cells that were GFP-positive following neutralization with 

indicated dilutions of NAGS from one example animal, expressed relative to that found 

for the no serum control.  
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9.7, 16.5, and 23.7% of cells being infected, respectively (Fig. 2, Panels E, F, G). When 

expressed as a percent of infected cells seen in the no-serum-treated control, diluted 

NAGS showed a dose dependent neutralization of PR8-GFP with 1:40, 1:80, 1:160, and 

1:320 serum dilutions corresponding with 9.3%, 41.9, 71.0, and 102.2% of cells infected, 

respectively (Fig. 2, Panel H).  

 

We hypothesized that neutralization of PR8-GFP with normal human serum (NHS) 

would occur in the absence of C’ due to pre-existing anti-influenza Abs, while NAGS 

neutralization would be C’-dependent because there are no circulating influenza viruses 

in the WFPC AGM colony. To test this hypothesis, we compared the capacity of NHS 

and NAGS to neutralize PR8-GFP using the flow cytometry assay described above. We 

found that neutralization of PR8-GFP by both pooled NHS and pooled NAGS is 

concentration dependent (Fig. 3A). However, NHS neutralized PR8-GFP more efficiently 

than NAGS—only 22% of the maximum infectivity was observed when treated with a 

1:160 dilution of NHS, while there was maximum infectivity following treatment with a 

1:160 dilution of NAGS (Fig. 3A). Importantly, we found that HI Hu serum neutralized 

PR8-GFP, but HI AGM serum did not (Fig. 3A). This indicates that influenza 

neutralization by pooled NHS can occur in a C’-independent fashion, while influenza 

neutralization with pooled NAGS requires C’.  

 

To determine the variability in individual animals in the VRC, PR8 neutralization assays 

were performed using HI and NAGS samples. Results from four representative samples 

are shown in Fig. 3B. All animals showed dose-dependent anti-PR8 neutralization  
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Figure 3. Comparison of C’-dependent neutralization of parainfluenza and 

influenza viruses by NHS and NAGS. (A) Influenza neutralization. PR8-GFP was 

incubated with the indicated fold dilutions of pooled Hu or AGM HI sera or varying 

dilutions of pooled NHS or NAGS for infection of U937 cells and analyzed as described 

in Fig. 2 (pooled samples are comprised of 4 individuals, Hu or AGM). Bars indicate 

mean of percent infected over triplicate experiments plus SD.  ** p < 0.001; *** p < 

0.0001 based on t-tests on log-transformed percentages for matching serum treatments for 

NHS and NAGS; treatments with no differences shown were not significantly different. 

(B) Variability in PR8 neutralization among samples from individual AGMs. PR8-GFP 

was incubated with the indicated fold dilutions of NAGS from four representative AGMs 

and analyzed as described in (A). There was no significant difference among animals 

based on a one-way ANOVA of log-transformed neutralization percentages. (C) 

Variability in PR8 neutralization among samples from individual Hus. Performed as in 

panel B, but with three individual Hus. Based on a one-way ANOVA of log transformed 

neutralization percentages, Hu subjects were significantly different from one another; p = 

0.0045.  
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capacity. As expected, every HI serum sample tested lacked the capacity for PR8-GFP 

neutralization in the absence of C’ activity (Fig. 3B, cross-hatched bars), suggesting that 

these animals have no pre-existing anti-PR8 Abs.  We also found that all of the animals 

tested had low variability of C’-mediated neutralization over the NAGS dilution series 

tested (Fig. 3B, data not shown). This demonstrates that NAGS does not have the pre-

existing capacity to neutralize influenza virus in a C’-independent fashion.   

 

In contrast, NHS samples are highly variable in this regard, likely due to variable 

previous exposure to any given strain of influenza virus. To demonstrate this, we 

performed the same influenza virus neutralization assay using NHS from three human 

subjects (Fig. 3C). Each of the three subjects demonstrated a different possible outcome. 

First, NHS #6 demonstrates the poorest neutralization of the three samples, where 

neutralization with a 1:40 dilution of NHS or HI serum yields the highest percent of cells 

infected compared to the other to human samples. NHS #3 demonstrates improved 

neutralization, with a lower percent of cells infected after treatment with 1:40 NHS than 

NHS #6 (Fig. 3C). Lastly, NHS #9 demonstrated a neutralization profile indicative of 

strain-specific Ab neutralization of influenza virus. While there was a dose-dependent 

effect of NHS #9 on viral neutralization, there was also C’-independent neutralization 

occurring, as indicated by 0.7% of cells infected by virus when treated with HI serum. 

This variability in Hu serum neutralization capacity makes it impossible to dissect the 

specific role of C’ during pregnancy using samples from Hu subjects.  
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Comparison of PR8 neutralization by AGM pre- and post-immunization sera. To 

test the importance of neutralizing C’ in PR8-naïve versus PR8-immune animals, we 

inoculated two adult, non-pregnant AGMs with PR8 by a combined intra-nasal and intra-

tracheal routes and collected serum samples from each animal at 14 d post-inoculation. In 

an identical experimental set up, we used real time PCR on tracheal washes collected two 

days after AGM inoculation with PR8 to confirm that PR8 replication can occur in the 

AGM respiratory tract (data not shown). 

 

The capacity of sera to neutralize PR8 was tested using the PR8-GFP flow cytometry 

assay described above. As shown in Fig. 4, pre-immune sera showed dose-dependent 

neutralization of PR8-GFP and no neutralization was seen with HI sera. Interestingly, 

post-immune sera (normal and HI) were better at neutralizing PR8 than any Hu serum 

sample tested, as evidenced by complete neutralization of PR8-GFP out to a 1:640 

dilution (Fig. 4). The finding that PR8 was neutralized by HI post- but not pre-immune 

sera demonstrated that C’ is less important for ex vivo influenza neutralization after 

AGMs have been exposed to influenza virus.  

 

C’-mediated virus neutralization can proceed by aggregation and/or lysis (Johnson, 

2008). To determine the mechanism of virus neutralization by pre-immune AGM sera, 

we mixed PR8 and NAGS for various lengths of time and examined the virus structures 

by electron microscopy (EM) (Fig. 5). The PR8-serum mixture was kept on ice at time 0 

to limit enzyme-driven C’ activity. Incubation with pre-immune serum resulted in intact, 

single virus particles at time 0 (Fig. 5A). After 5 min at 37°C, these pre-immune mixtures  
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Figure 4. Effect of HI on the neutralization capacity of pre- and post-immune sera 

from AGM experimentally infected with PR8. Two AGMs were inoculated with PR8 

as described in the Materials and Methods. Pre-immune sera (d 0) and sera collected at d 

14 post-infection were tested at the indicated fold dilutions for in vitro neutralization of 

PR8-GFP as described in Fig. 2. Results are expressed as the mean plus SD from 

triplicate experiments to determine the percentage of GFP-positive cells compared to in 

vitro control infections (which lacked serum treatment). *** p < 0.0001 as compared to 

matching serum treatment for the same animal at day 0 (shown on day 14 values) based 

on t-tests on log transformed neutralization percentages.  
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Figure 5. EM visualization of PR8 neutralization mechanism and kinetics by pre-

immune, post-immune, and HI AGM sera. Sucrose-purified PR8 was incubated with a 

1:20 dilution of normal or HI (A) pre-immune or (B) post-immune AGM serum at 37°C 

for 0, 5, or 30 min, as indicated. These mixtures were fixed and negatively stained on a 

carbon-coated mesh grid and analyzed by EM. (C) Zoom of indicated area of post-

immune 5 min time point with arrows indicating nucleocapsid leakage from lysed virus 

particles. Bar indicates 100 nm in each image, and magnification is as follows: (A) 0 

min- 68,000x; 5 min- 68,000x; 30 min- 49,000x (B) 0 min- 49,000x; 5 min- 49,000x; 30 

min- 49,000x (left); 98,000x (right). 
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induced the formation of small, scattered aggregates of virus particles (Fig. 5A). By 30 

min there were very few single virus particles apparent, but rather mid-sized aggregates, 

containing some lysed virus particles (Fig. 5A).  Notably, after 30 min, treatment with HI 

pre-immune serum appeared to have no effect on virus morphology, as EM demonstrated 

scattered single, whole virus particles, similar to those visualized on the time 0 EM (Fig. 

5A). These data indicate that C’-mediated neutralization of influenza virus with pre-

immune sera proceeds through aggregation with only limited lysis at the dilution used.  

 

In contrast, incubation with post-immune serum induced small virus particle aggregates 

as early as time 0 (Fig. 5B) and larger aggregates of lysed virus particles by 5 min, as 

evidenced by extensive nucleocapsid leakage (Fig. 5C, arrows). By 30 min there were no 

intact individual virus particles on the EM grid, rather they appeared only as scattered 

lysed virus particle debris (Fig. 5B). HI post-immune serum resulted in small virus 

particle aggregates but no lysis, similar to that seen on the time 0 grid (Fig. 5B). In 

summary, as compared with pre-immune serum, post-immune serum neutralization of 

PR8 involved rapid formation of large aggregates and substantial viral lysis. In the 

absence of active C’ (HI), post-immune serum resulted in virus particle aggregation 

without lysis. Thus, post-immune serum achieves neutralizing effects on virus in the 

absence of C’, while this was not the case with pre-immune serum.   

 

Decreased C’ neutralization capacity late in pregnancy. We sought to apply the above 

C’-mediated neutralization assays to the question of how C’ neutralization capacity 

changes during pregnancy. Serum samples were collected from 53 different animals at 
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various time points during pregnancy and postpartum. As shown in Table 2, regardless of 

when during gestation an animal was identified as pregnant, it was most likely that we 

would capture a T3 sample using our sampling scheme. This late gestation bias in our 

sampling worked well for this particular study, as pregnant women are most susceptible 

to influenza late in pregnancy. For this reason, we chose to focus on samples from this 

group for our experiments.  

 

We tested the neutralization capacity of AGM sera collected at various times during 

pregnancy using the method described in Fig. 2. We quantified the percent of virus 

neutralized for a range of dilutions of sera and performed a logistic regression over the 

dilution series.  For each animal at each pregnancy sampling date, we calculated the 

serum dilution that would be required to achieve 50% neutralization, or the effective dose 

50 (ED50). As shown for the two examples in Fig. 6A, a higher ED50 (i.e. where dashed 

line “a” crosses the x-axis for the grey series) indicates a poorer capacity to neutralize, 

and a lower ED50 (i.e. where dashed line “b” crosses the x-axis for the black series) 

indicates a better capacity to neutralize. The ED50 was determined for 34 serum samples 

collected from pregnant animals during their T3 and for 20 control (nonpregnant) 

females. For each serum sample, HI samples did not neutralize PR8-GFP (data not 

shown). As demonstrated by Fig. 6B, serum from T3 animals had significantly decreased 

capacity to neutralize PR8-GFP, as evidenced by the finding that ~1.5 times the T3 serum 

was required to neutralize PR8-GFP compared to control animals.  
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Figure 6. Capacity of T3 and postpartum serum C’ to neutralize PR8-GFP. C’ 

neutralization capacity was quantified as a function of the serum concentration effective 

in achieving 50% neutralization (ED50) for each animal. (A) Logistic regressions for two 

example animals, where dashed line crossing the x-axis (a or b) represents the ED50 for 

each animal; R2 is the coefficient of determination as an indication of how well the data 

points fit the regression model. ED50s were determined for AGMs at a range of gestation 

and postpartum dates: (B) T3 = 110 – 165 days; Shapiro-Wilks normality test indicated 

T3 population was not normally distributed; difference between T3 and control group 

tested with Mann-Whitney compare ranks two-tailed non-parametric test. (C) Early T3 = 

110 – 128 days, Mid T3 = 129- 146 days, Late T3 = 147-165 days gestation; (D) PC = 

parturition check-in, 5- 10 days after parturition; PP = postpartum, 2 – 6 months after 

parturition.  Differences among groups in panels C and D were tested with one-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons. Lines within data point distribution 

represent mean +/- SD in panels B-D; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.001; *** p < 0.0001. 
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We took advantage of our large sample size and full range of gestation dates and binned 

the T3 samples into smaller trimester tertiles (Fig. 6C).  By comparing ED50 over early, 

mid, and late T3, we found that neutralization capacity is diminished in late T3 (p < 

0.05), but there is no significant difference between control sera and early or mid T3 sera 

(Fig. 6C). To determine how long after parturition this reduced neutralization capacity 

persisted, neutralization capacity at parturition check-in (PC, 5 – 10 days after 

parturition) and postpartum (PP, 2 – 6 months after parturition) was tested for the animals 

for which we had late T3 samples. Remarkably, we found that anti-influenza C’ 

neutralization capacity returned to control levels as early as 5 – 10 days postpartum (PC 

samples, Fig. 6D), and remained at control levels 2 – 6 months postpartum—that is, 

throughout and beyond lactation—(PP samples, Fig. 6D), which was the end of our study 

period. Further, the trend of decreased ED50 from late T3 to PC persisted when it was 

analyzed on an individual basis, utilizing our longitudinal sampling scheme (Fig. S1A). 

Likewise, there was no significant change in individual ED50 from PC to PP (Fig. S1B).    

 

Pregnant AGMs have decreased levels of serum C’ factors in late T3. One possible 

mechanism to explain the above decreased neutralization capacity in T3 is that there is a 

corresponding decrease in levels of C’ factors. To test this, C’ factor concentrations were 

quantified in the same serum samples as those used to determine ED50. Western blot 

analysis was used to determine circulating concentrations of AGM C3 β-chain, because 

this is the non-cleaved portion of C3 that remains intact regardless of activation state. 

Levels of AGM C3 β-chain were compared to the C3-β band associated with known 

quantities of human C3 (Fig. 7A). In accordance with decreased neutralization capacity  
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Figure S1. Changes in capacity of serum C’ to neutralize PR8-GFP for individual 

animals over time. Serum anti-PR8-GFP ED50 was quantified, as described in legend to 

Fig. 6, and tracked for 14 individual animals over time (A) from late T3 to PC and (B) 

from PC to PP. Solid lines represent negative slopes and dotted lines represent positive 

slopes in ED50 over time with animal numbers indicated in panels A and B. (C) Table of 

information about the 14 animals that were tracked over time in A and B; no correlation 

found between changes in ED50 and the pregnancy traits listed here.  Two-tailed 

Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test was performed for A and B, where * p < 0.05, 

no difference shown indicates no significant difference over individual pairs.  
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Figure 7. C’ factor quantification in T3 and postpartum AGMs. AGM serum C3 β-

chain was quantified by western blot relative to purified Hu C3 standards. (A) 

Representative western blot with 1:200 (lanes 1, 3, and 5) and 1:400 (lanes 2, 4, and 6) 

serum dilutions shown sequentially for each of three different animals (1217, 1246, and 

1247). Standards of 200 ng, 100 ng, and 50 ng of human C3 are in lanes 7, 8, and 9, 

respectively. (B) Quantification of serum C3 β-chain in T3 vs control animals, based on 

C3 β-chain band associated with 200 ng of standard Hu C3; difference between groups 

tested with unpaired two-tailed t-test. (C) Quantification of serum C3  β-chain  across T3 

tertiles (times defined in legend for Fig. 6C). ELISAs were used to quantify (D) C3, (E) 

C4, and (F) C3a, relative to purified human standards for each protein, during late T3 and 

at postpartum timepoints, as defined in the legend for Fig. 6D. Differences among groups 

in panels C - F were tested with one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test for multiple 

comparisons. Lines within data point distribution represent mean +/- SD in panels B-F; * 

p < 0.05; ** p < 0.001; *** p < 0.0001. 
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shown above, there was a decrease in C3-β concentration in serum from T3 animals (Fig. 

7B). When C3 β-chain concentrations were examined across early, mid, and late T3, we 

found that C3 β-chain concentrations were significantly decreased in samples from both 

mid and late T3 (Fig. 7C). 

 

As an alternative approach, we developed ELISAs to quantify levels of C’ factors in 

AGM sera relative to purified human C’ standards. As shown in Fig. 7D, serum C3 

concentrations were significantly reduced in late T3, consistent with the western blotting 

results above, and C3 concentration remained low up to 6 mos postpartum. Similarly, C4 

concentrations were decreased in late T3 and remained low in PC and PP samples (Fig. 

7E). As with C3 and C4, serum levels of the anaphylatoxin C3a were significantly 

decreased in late T3 (Fig. 7F). In contrast, however, C3a levels were increased in PC and 

PP samples (Fig. 7F), correlating with decreased ED50 (i.e. increased neutralization 

capacity) at those time points (Fig. 6D). 

 

Our AGM sampling system enabled us to analyze large numbers of samples from animals 

over the whole course of the third trimester of the 5.5-month long gestation period, and to 

track individual animals longitudinally. As an example of this, one pregnant animal was 

sampled as part of a control group of (non-pregnant) animals one year later. The T3 C’ 

profile for this animal was compared to her “control” C’ profile as an example of an 

individual who fits the trends we established for the pregnant population (Fig. S2). This 

animal had reduced serum neutralization capacity, C3, C3a, and C4 in late T3 relative to  
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Figure S2. C’ neutralization capacity and serum C’ factors in one AGM during T3 

and one year after pregnancy. Neutralization capacity (A) and serum C3, C3a, and C4 

concentrations (B) for AGM 1375 late in T3 (black bars) were compared to one year later 

when 1375 was a non-pregnant female “control” (grey bars). n=1 animal; bars represent 

mean and SD of technical triplicates.   
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one year later when she was a normally cycling, non-pregnant and non-lactating female 

in the VRC (Fig. S2). 
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DISCUSSION 

In this study we tested the hypothesis that anti-viral C’ function is altered during 

pregnancy. To address this, we developed the AGM as a model for studies of C’ 

neutralization of influenza virus. The AGMs did not have detectable influenza virus 

neutralizing Abs, and therefore were most likely influenza-naïve. However, serum from 

influenza virus-naive AGMs neutralized PR8 through C’-dependent pathways by way of 

virus aggregation with limited lysis. Importantly, we showed that late in the third 

trimester of pregnancy, AGMs have significantly decreased serum C3, C3a, C4 and 

reduced influenza virus neutralization capacity relative to control animals. Taken 

together, our results demonstrate a late-pregnancy decrease in circulating C’ factors, 

which coincides with decreased C’-dependent neutralization of influenza virus—effects 

that correlate with the timing when pregnant women suffer severe influenza virus 

infections.  This study is the first to demonstrate the effects of pregnancy on the C’ 

response to a human pathogen.  

 

The role of C’ in protection from influenza virus infections is often overlooked. 

However, Jayasekera, et al. (2007) demonstrated that nIgM and C’ in mouse serum work 

together to neutralize influenza virus by forming coated viral aggregates, though nIgM or 

C’ alone were each insufficient to neutralize influenza virus. Our results suggest that if 

AGMs have circulating anti-influenza virus IgM, it also requires C’ to effectively 

neutralize influenza virus. This is based on our finding that sera from naïve animals 

neutralized influenza virus, but not when it was HI. Also similar to what Jayasekera, et 

al. demonstrated with naïve mouse sera neutralization, our studies found that PR8 formed 
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aggregates with limited lysis in the presence of naïve AGM serum, but neither 

aggregation nor lysis was detected with HI sera.   

 

Many aspects of an influenza virus infection are dramatically altered by the absence of C’ 

[23]. C3-/- mice have delayed viral clearance and increased lung viral titers relative to WT 

mice, as well as reduced T cell priming in lung-draining lymph nodes and subsequent 

decreases in effector T cell number and function in the lungs. This suggests that if 

humans also display the decreased C’ levels and neutralization capacity that we observed 

late in AGM pregnancy, these changes may play a significant role in the increased burden 

of influenza illness suffered by women in late pregnancy. Additionally, C’ alterations 

may be an initiating and/or additive factor in other known pregnancy immune alterations, 

such as decreased Ig titers and a Th2 shift [2,3,59-62].  By extension, the role of C’ in 

other pregnancy infections associated with severe T3 disease such as measles, varicella-

zoster, and hepatitis E virus, should be further explored [13].  

 

Regulation of C’, and especially down-regulation of C’-mediated effects at the placental-

maternal interface, is thought to be essential for fetal survival [63-65]. Deficiency in the 

rodent specific membrane-bound C’ inhibitory protein, Crry, led to mortality in 76% of 

neonates by 9.5 days post-coitus (dpc) and universal neonatal mortality by 16.5 dpc [66]. 

When mice lacked both Crry and C3 genes, however, gestational viability was 

completely rescued, demonstrating that absence of C’ regulation directly results in 

neonatal death in mice [66]. Despite the clear importance of C’ in pregnancy 
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maintenance, changes in the C’ system during human pregnancy are not completely 

understood.  

 

A small number of studies have addressed changes in C’ levels during human pregnancy. 

One study indicated that pregnant women have increased plasma levels of the 

anaphylatoxins C3a, C4a, and C5a [39]. However, inflammatory effects of the 

anaphylatoxins were not measured, uncleaved C’ factors were not quantitated, and the 

pregnant women sampled were not synchronized in gestation date. Thus, time-dependent 

effects on C’-function may not have been evident. One of the only studies of longitudinal 

effects of pregnancy on C’ demonstrated a drop in serum C3 early in pregnancy, with a 

return to control or slightly elevated levels by second (T2) and third trimester (T3); this 

same study showed no difference in pathogen-independent C’-mediated hemolysis during 

these phases of pregnancy [37]. Lastly, a small study [38] found no significant changes in 

plasma C3 and C4 in individuals over the course of T3, though plasma C3 levels trended 

downward over the course of T3 in the study samples as a whole. This study, however, 

included no comparisons to samples from non-pregnant controls [38]. Most importantly, 

none of these prior studies used functional readouts for C’ control of infection. Thus, 

though past human studies have generated somewhat inconsistent results, the accepted 

paradigm is that pregnancy is, paradoxically, a state of C’ activation [37-39,67].  

 

There are several possible reasons why our findings may seem divergent from this model.  

First, it is possible that C’ regulation during AGM pregnancy is distinct from that during 

human pregnancy. We speculate that this is improbable given the high level of genetic 
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relatedness between humans and old world monkeys and that the C’ system is highly 

evolutionarily conserved. More likely, the differences in study design and readouts 

between human studies and our work may present different aspects of complex C’ 

regulation during pregnancy.  

We found decreased neutralization capacity and serum C’ protein concentrations in late 

T3 of AGM pregnancy. Studies indicating increased levels of C’ proteins during human 

pregnancy have largely focused on mid-T1 to mid-T3 [37,39,67]. Even so, several studies 

have shown trends of decreasing C3 and/or C4 late in pregnancy, which support our 

finding, albeit with a small number of samples that precludes conclusive analysis 

[37,38,67].  

 

Comparing our findings to those of previous studies may also be problematic due to 

different sample preparations used in each study [37-39,67]. Specifically, there are 

inconsistencies in use of plasma versus serum, which differ in their handling of 

coagulation factors, as well conditions for sample preparation (i.e clotting time and 

preparation temperatures). There are known interactions between coagulation factors and 

C’ factors C3, C4, and C5, which may lead to spurious activation of the C’ system 

[68,69]. In addition, it is thought that pregnant women are in a hypercoagulable state due 

to increased levels of procoagulants and decreased levels of coagulation inhibitors [70].  

Thus, the effect of coagulation factors, some of which remain in plasma but not serum, on 

C’ may be different for pregnant and nonpregnant women. In particular, this has the 

potential to skew concentrations of C’ activation products, such as C3a, C4a, and C5a. 

Finally, no prior human studies have examined functional response of pregnancy serum 
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C’ to a pathogen. In this way, our finding here with neutralization of influenza may be a 

more clinically relevant readout than those previously reported.  

 

C’ activation in the absence of infections would seem to be in direct conflict with 

physiologic needs of both the mother and the fetus during pregnancy, since C’ activation 

can promote inflammation, cell lysis, and anti-angiogenesis [33,35]. Thus, while C’ plays 

a key role in protecting both the mother and fetus from potential infection [32], excessive 

C’ activation due to infection can contribute to disease pathogenesis and be very 

dangerous to the fetus, particularly late in pregnancy [71,72]. The evolutionary balance 

between protecting the mother and fetus from infection, and protecting the fetus from the 

effects of C’ activation, might be expected to be tipped towards the latter as pregnancy 

progresses. Late in pregnancy, the mother has invested substantial energy resources into 

the fetus, and the fetus has a more developed immune system that is better equipped to 

respond to infection independently. Therefore, it might be most beneficial for the 

maternal C’ system to be down-regulated late in gestation. Our findings support this 

hypothesis, since we observed decreased C’ factors, decreased C3a anaphylatoxin 

(potentially secondary to decreased C3), and, most notably, decreased effectiveness in 

influenza virus neutralization late in T3.  

 

Decreased influenza virus neutralization capacity in late T3 is the most striking and 

impactful finding from our study.  Such changes, even at the magnitude of the 1.5- to 2.5-

fold decreases we observed, have the potential to significantly alter clinical outcomes in 

at least three ways. First, complement is exceedingly potent—small amounts of C’ 
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proteins can have large neutralizing effects on virus particles. Second, C’ activation 

products result in a sequestering effect and therefore contribute directly to vascular 

leakage, which enables serum proteins (including C’ proteins) to access sites of injury, 

such as infected lung tissue, at disproportionately high concentrations [73,74]. Finally, 

the C’ cascade both self-amplifies and upregulates downstream immune responses, thus 

small changes can have exponentially larger downstream effects. In combination with our 

finding that, when in linear range, 2-fold dilutions of serum and its C’ factors can result 

in 3-times the number of PR8-GFP infected cells (Fig. 3B), the characteristics of the C’ 

system described here indicate that small changes in C’ concentrations and neutralization 

capacity can have both large (and amplifying) immediate effects on the severity of the 

viral infection, as well as alter the potency of the adaptive immune response.  

 

Though small changes in C’ are widely accepted to have large effects on response to 

infection [75], to our knowledge the magnitude of this effect has not been previously 

reported. For similar reasons, it is impossible to interpret the variation in neutralization 

capacity seen within individuals during the postpartum period we tested (Fig. S1). While 

there were not significant changes across the whole group, individual changes during this 

time may result in changes in severity of viral infection at the individual level. Future 

studies using our pregnant AGM model could provide the first natural system in which 

the effects of small changes in C’ during viral infection are quantified.  

 

One possible mechanism for decreased virus neutralization capacity late in T3 is dilution 

of C’ factors (and therefore diminished neutralization capacity) due to the 40 – 50% 
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increase in blood volume that occurs during pregnancy [76]. In humans, return to normal 

blood volume occurs within approximately two weeks after birth [77], while other blood 

elements (such as RBC volume) return to normal over the course of 8 weeks after birth 

[78]. Yet we observed no difference in C’ neutralization capacity between PC (5 – 10 

days postpartum) and PP (2 -6 months postpartum) samples, and C3 and C4 remained 

lower than in control animals at both of these time points. This indicates that the 

decreased C’ factors and neutralization capacity that we observed late in pregnancy are 

regulated by means beyond simple blood dilution. During pregnancy, capacity to 

neutralize influenza virus may be diminished because there are fewer circulating C’ 

factors, but functional activity of circulating C’ factors could also be downregulated. 

Likewise, neutralization capacity may improve postpartum, despite low C’ factors, if C’ 

potency improves. An alternative explanation might be that nIgM plays a larger role in 

neutralization postpartum than it does during pregnancy—also possibly due to increased 

concentration or potency.  

 

Interestingly, in contrast to low postpartum C3 and C4 levels, we observed increased 

postpartum C3a levels. This finding might be explained by one or a combination of the 

following: 1) C’ is highly activated postpartum, causing cleavage of C3 and an 

abundance of the anaphylatoxin C3a in serum; 2) new C3 and C4 are not being produced 

adequately to replace C3/C4 depleted during C’ activation, possibly due to loss during 

lactation [79]; 3) C3a clearance is reduced due to decreased expression of C3a receptors 

or inhibition of other downstream events. Regardless of the mechanism, C’ factors, and 

therefore C’ activity and C’ neutralization capacity, appear to be tightly regulated in a 
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temporal and complex fashion during pregnancy. This regulation undergoes drastic 

alterations at the time of parturition, as demonstrated by changes in neutralization 

capacity and C3a by 5 – 10 days after parturition (Fig. 6D and 7F). 

 

One possible mechanism by which C’ alterations might occur during pregnancy and 

postpartum is through changes in sex hormones such as progesterone and estrogen. Both 

of these sex hormones peak during pregnancy at 20 – 30 times normal peak cycling 

levels; at parturition they return precipitously to normal levels. Prior work has shown that 

estrogen administered at pregnancy concentrations to non-pregnant mice is sufficient to 

recreate the abrogated innate immune response to influenza virus infection observed in 

pregnant mice [80]. However, C’ levels and C’ function were not examined in this study. 

Interestingly, there is a known estrogen response element (ERE) in the promoter of C3 

[81], thus providing one possible mechanism by which sex hormones could alter C’ 

levels and its capacity to respond to viral infection. Given that female AGM cycling 

hormone levels match those of humans, the AGM model would be ideal to address these 

questions. 

 

NHPs are increasingly appreciated as strong model systems for examining influenza virus 

pathogenesis and immune response [82,83]. NHPs infected with influenza virus exhibit 

clinical signs similar to those of humans including fever, malaise, nasal discharge, and 

cough; additionally, virus replication can be detected in the nasal passages and 

respiratory tract [84,85]. They are particularly valuable experimentally because captive 

NHPs in research colonies are generally influenza-naïve. While many previous NHP 
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influenza virus studies have utilized macaques, there is no strongly established nonhuman 

primate model for reproductive physiology or immunity during pregnancy. That is a 

novel aspect of our work. Cycling, sexual and mating behavior, and the absence of a true 

“breeding season” make the AGM a more comprehensive model for human reproductive 

physiology than the macaque provides for this developing field. Finally, we have access 

to a robust AGM breeding colony, which can serve as a precious resource for addressing 

such questions.  

 

Thus, pregnant AGMs model the scenario where pregnant women are infected with an 

emergent seasonal or pandemic influenza strain. This is a valuable system for studying 

the effects of changes in C’-mediated neutralization during an experimental primary 

infection or vaccination scenario, or with differing primary and secondary infections to 

study the role of C’ in cross protection. Though many reagents and laboratory methods 

have been developed specifically for macaques, AGM-specific reagents are less common. 

Thus, our work also exemplifies the process of optimization of existing reagents for a 

different NHP species. However, the AGM genome has been sequenced and is in the 

process of being annotated. Because of this, it is likely that in the near future, an 

increasing number of AGM-specific reagents may be developed.  

 

Likewise, longitudinal approaches afforded by NHP colonies could be particularly useful 

for studies of infant mortality, stillbirth, aborted pregnancy, and other poor pregnancy 

outcomes. For example, the findings reported here could be used as a baseline for 

comparing C’ function in AGM pregnancies with poor outcomes (i.e. stillbirth, aborted 
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fetus), rather than simple serum or plasma protein measurements that do not consistently 

correlate with pregnancy outcomes [36,38]. AGM breeding colonies have poor pregnancy 

outcomes at rates approximating those among humans, and they provide access for 

tracking, assessment, and follow-up studies in these circumstances.  Further, due to the 

multi-generational nature of breeding colonies, alterations in innate immune response 

among certain animals and lineages could be traceable to genetic differences. As 

genome-wide association studies (GWAS) become increasingly accessible and more 

commonly performed, we may be able to identify clinically relevant single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) in genes for C3 or other C’ factors. In future studies, the AGM 

model system we have developed will enable us to both determine the role of physiologic 

and hormonal changes in downregulating C’-mediated immunity during pregnancy and 

permit the identification of therapeutic targets to improve viral infection outcome in 

pregnant women.  
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CHAPTER IV 

 

Pregnancy Induced Alterations in the Complement (C’) Response to Influenza Virus 

Infection by PBMCs 

 

This chapter is in progress for submission to the Journal of Virology as a short-form 

paper; stylistic variations result from the demands of the journal to which it will be 

submitted.  

 

Abstract 

C’-related transcripts and proinflammatory cytokine production by PBMCs from late 
third trimester (T3) African green monkeys were assessed following infection with an 
H1N1 influenza virus. Relative to infected PBMCs from non-pregnant AGMs, transcripts 
for  C’ factors C1Qb and C5 were upregulated in late T3 PBMCs, and transcripts for C’ 
regulators CR1, CR2, and C3AR were attenuated. Additionally, proinflammatory 
cytokines TNF-α and IL-6 were enhanced. These findings suggest a heightened local but 
limited innate immune response.  
 

Report 

Influenza virus is one of only a small number of pathogens that presents with more severe 

disease late in third trimester pregnant women than in the general healthy population (1). 

Pregnancy presents a unique physiologic state, which is essential for the survival of all 

mammalian species. Its success requires the immunologic balance of simultaneously 

accepting the fetal alloantigen while also maintaining adequate host defense mechanisms 

to keep both mother and fetus healthy and safe from infection and injury. The physiologic 

limits are pushed to their greatest hormonal and immunological extremes late in third 

trimester, when pregnant women get more severe disease due to influenza virus, malaria, 
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hepatitis E, and herpes simplex virus. Complications due to influenza A virus (IAV) 

infections are among the most common of these. IAV is nearly ubiquitous during the 

winter season, and pregnant women are frequently in contact with high-risk IAV 

populations such as young children.  

 

Neutralization of IAV employs both complement (C’) and antibody (Ab). The relative 

contributions of these components to the neutralization process were historically difficult 

to dissect because most humans have pre-existing IAV-specific Abs, which confounds 

the analysis of the role of C’ in neutralization IAV strains that are used in a laboratory 

setting (2, 3). We developed the African green monkey (AGM) (Chlorocebus aethiops) 

as a tractable nonhuman primate (NHP) model to study changes in systemic innate 

immunity to IAV during human pregnancy (4). We chose AGMs because their 

reproductive physiology and pregnancy are very similar to those of humans, but AGMs 

are typically IAV -naïve. Thus, we were able to tease apart the role of C’ in innate 

immune response to IAV during pregnancy using serum samples from pregnant and non-

pregnant AGMs. We found that late in pregnancy, AGM serum has decreased C’-

mediated capacity to neutralize IAV and decreased concentrations of the C’ proteins C3, 

C4, and C3a as compared to female non-pregnant AGMs.  

 

Steady state serum C’ concentrations are primarily a reflection of C’ produced 

constitutively by the liver. Thus, the serum changes we measured were likely a proxy for 

changes in liver-derived C’ during pregnancy. However, tissue injury and infection also 

induce C’ production by recruited leukocytes and local tissue (i.e. lung epithelial cells 
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during IAV infection). Our previous findings suggest that C’ induction by PBMCs might 

also be altered during pregnancy. Thus, assessed changes in C’ and C’-related transcripts 

in PBMCs from pregnant AGMs.  

 

We hypothesized that PBMCs late in pregnancy differentially express C’-related 

transcripts and differentially respond to viral stimulation. Our work addresses four 

questions: 1) Are induced and constitutive C’ sources differentially regulated late in 

pregnancy, or are all sources of C’ uniformly decreased? 2) Do PBMCs from late 

pregnancy regulate C’ transcripts and proteins differently at baseline, in response to IAV 

infection, or both? 3) How is C’ regulated—are C’ genes and their products directly 

altered, or are C’ inhibitors and receptors changed in the face of infection during 

pregnancy? We set out to assess these questions by performing Q-PCR and flow 

cytometry on both naïve and IAV infected PBMCs from late third trimester and non-

pregnant AGMs.  

 

We collected PBMCs from 22 late third trimester (147 – 165 days gestation) AGMs as 

part of sample collection for a larger pregnancy study (4). Briefly, AGMs in the VRC 

were identified as pregnant between January and May 2012. Nonpregnant female control 

animals of the same age range (3.3 – 20 years old) were selected at random from the 

VRC during four dates overlapping with collection dates for pregnant animals. Femoral 

vein blood samples were collected in 7 ml heparin tubes from the pregnant and control 

animals in the breeding colony following sedation and ultrasound confirmation of 

pregnancy status. Gestation date was back-calculated based on date of parturition; if 
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parturition differed by more than two weeks from ultrasound estimated due date, the 

sample was not used as part of the “late third trimester” group.  PBMCs from heparinized 

blood samples were isolated, counted, and stored at -80°C according to standard 

Isolymph (CTL Scientific Supply Corp., Deer Park, NY) methods.  

 

Our goal was to compare C’-related transcripts in PBMCs from late T3 and non-pregnant 

animals in response to GFP-expressing H1N1 IAV (PR8-GFP) (5). We quick- thawed 

PBMCs for all subsequent experiments; in order to ensure that we were not losing 

substantial PBMCs or particular portions of the PBMC populations after freezing, we 

performed viability counts and flow cytometry on thawed and fresh cells samples (data 

not shown). While percentages of cell subsets did not differ between thawed and fresh 

samples, we found that on average there was a 25% loss in the total number of cells after 

thawing compared to at the time of freezing. After thawing, we pooled PBMCs from two 

to four animals that were within 5 days gestation date (for late third trimester samples) 

and two years of age (control and late third trimester samples) due to limitations in 

PBMC number and RNA concentrations extracted from PBMCs. We created pools of 107 

cells, which we split into two wells each, one infected with PR8-GFP and the other mock 

infected.  These pool sizes were based on optimization experiments and the observation 

that 5*106 cells/well (on a six-well plate) provided approximately 3 ug (100 ng/ul) of 

RNA after extraction/purification (data not shown). Uninfected control and late T3 wells 

were performed in duplicate, and infected control and late T3 wells were set up in 

triplicate. We rested pooled and plated cells for two hours at 37°C. All cells were 

maintained in RPMI media supplemented for lymphocytes maintenance (C-RPMI).  
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We infected thawed PBMCs (from both late T3 and control animals) with 0.005 

TCID50/cell of PR8-GFP. At 5.5 h post-infection (pi), approximately 25% of the cells 

were GFP+ by flow cytometry. At this time the cells would have been activated in 

response to virus particles, but they would not yet have undergone CPE or apoptosis. We 

collected all cells, lysed them, and extracted RNA using a Qiagen RNEasy Mini Kit 

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA). We then synthesized cDNA for each sample using an Invitrogen 

SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR (Grand Island, NY).  

 

Lastly, we performed RT-qPCR to compare transcripts for carefully selected C’ related 

genes. Because the AGM genome sequence has not yet been published, we selected 

Homo sapiens primers for C’-related genes that were highly conserved across old world 

nonhuman primates based on BLAST alignments. We used Life Technologies TaqMan 

Gene Expression Assay for the primers shown in Table 1, including rhesus macaque actin 

as a control because actin is considered the best qPCR standard for PBMCs (6). We 

tested transcripts that code for C’ proteins proper (C1Qb, C3, C4, and C5) as well as 

receptors, regulators, and responders to C’ proteins and cleavage products, which have 

diverse roles and distribution among PBMCs (Table 2).  
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Table 1. Life Technologies TaqMan gene expression assays used for qPCR 
Transcript Life Technologies  

Assay ID 
Chromosome Exon 

Actin Rh04346876_g1 Macaca mulatta Chr. 12 10 - 11 
C1Qb Hs00608019_m1 Homo sapiens Chr. 1 2 – 2 
C3 Hs00163811_m1 Homo sapiens Chr. 19 19 – 20 
C4 Hs00246758_m1 Homo sapiens Chr. 6 9 – 10 
C5 Hs01004346_m1 Homo sapiens Chr. 9 14 – 15 
CR1 Hs00559348_m1 Homo sapiens Chr. 1 33 – 34 
CR2 Hs01079099_m1 Homo sapiens Chr. 1 9 – 10 
C3AR1 Hs00704891_s1 Homo sapiens Chr. 12 2 – 2 
C5AR1 Hs00704891_s1 Homo sapiens Chr. 19 2 – 2 
CTSL Hs00964650_m1 Homo sapiens Chr. 9 5 - 6 
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We prepared the TaqMan reactions using between 25 and 60 ng of cDNA per reaction. 

We performed standard qPCR reactions over 42 cycles in an ABI 7500 Thermocycler. 

Average threshold cycle (Ct) for each transcript for each experimental condition is 

reported in Table 3. We performed comparisons for each transcript across pregnancy 

status as well as across infection status, and we identified three different transcript trends. 

First, we identified transcripts that changed consistently in response to infection 

regardless of pregnancy status (Figure 1A). Fold changes are shown in Figure 1 as Ct for 

each transcript relative to the actin Ct for the same condition, relative to transcripts for 

nonpregnant uninfected PBMCs (black bars, shown as fold change of 1, in Figure 1).  

 

Next, we identified transcripts that were altered at baseline in late T3 PBMCs, but 

responded with similar magnitude to PR8-GFP infection as the nonpregnant PBMCs 

(Figure 1B). Interestingly, while the C’ factors C1Qb and C5 were universally 

upregulated during pregnancy, CR2 was universally downregulated. These pregnancy 

changes were the opposite of what we expected in light of changes observed in serum C’ 

during pregnancy (4). Specifically, we previously found that serum C’ factors and 

neutralization capacity were decreased late in T3, while here in PBMCs we found that 

transcripts for the C’ factors C1Qb and C5 were upregulated. Further, the difference 

between C1Qb in infected and uninfected cells was the same for late T3 cells and non-

pregnant cells, where C1Qb increased in response to IAV infection while C5 levels 

remained the same. CR2 transcripts were upregulated in response to infection in both 

non-pregnant and late T3 cells, but transcript levels were overall diminished in late T3  
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Table 3. Average threshold cycle (Ct) for PR8-infected and mock-infected  
PBMCs from non-pregnant and late T3 AGMs   
  Nonpregnant Pregnant 
  Uninfected Infected Uninfected Infected 
Actin 20.80 21.24 21.52 30.7 
C1Qb 34.98 31.29 33.11 34.48 
C3 34.73 31.39 35.82 32.07 
C4A 32.77 31.38 33.92 31.64 
C5 35.04 33.08 35.08 35.67 
CR1 36.05 35.45 36.14 34.89 
CR2 34.62 33.53 36.89 33.07 
C3A-R1 34.61 33.81 34.39 33.73 
C5A-R1 26.00 25.05 26.56 25.44 
CTSL 27.79 25.92 28.66 26.65 

 

 !
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Figure 1. C’-related transcript expression normalized to uninfected PBMCs from 

non-pregnant AGMs. Bars indicate mean + SD fold-change in CT relative to non-

pregannt (NP) mock-infected (-PR8) PBMCs (black bars) for three different patterns of 

fold change, transcripts that  (A) changed equally in response to infection regardless of 

pregnancy status; (B) were altered at baseline based on pregnancy status, but responded 

equally to PR8 infection; and (C) were altered in mock infected late T3 PBMCs and had 

an attenuated response to PR8 infection. Grey striped bars represent NP PR8-infected 

(PR8+) PBMCs, white bars represent late T3 (T3) PR8- PBMCs, and white dotted bars 

represent T3 +PR8 PBMCs.   
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PBMCs, suggesting an overall decrease in C’ upregulation of the downstream adaptive 

immune response (Table 2).   

 

Finally, we identified transcripts that were altered at baseline (i.e. in the absence of 

infection) in late T3 PBMCs that also demonstrated an attenuated response to infection 

relative to that of non-pregnant PBMCs (Fig. 1C). Specifically, uninfected late T3 

PBMCs produced elevated levels of CR1 and C3AR transcripts; however, following 

infection with PR8-GFP, non-pregnant PBMCs produced higher levels of those 

transcripts than late T3 PBMCs did. In fact, late T3 PBMCs produced no detectable 

change in these transcripts in response to infection.  Surprisingly, these two receptors 

play seemingly contradictory roles in regulating the C’ cascade; CR1 acts as a negative 

regulator, while C3AR is a proinflammatory mediator (Table 2).   

 

Taken alone, these results suggest that C’ is regulated late in T3 regardless of infection 

status (i.e. C1QB, C5, CR2, CR1, and C3AR in Fig. 1B and C). However, this outcome 

ought not be singled out and interpreted outside the context of the entire C’ cascade, 

inflammatory environment, and response to infection. In total, these transcript outcomes 

suggest an increase in C’ factor transcription during infection in late T3 PBMCs, a 

decrease in upregulation of signals that would directly communicate with a downstream 

adaptive immune response, and a dampened response to infection by C’ regulators. It is 

particularly interesting that C’ production by recruited cells at the site of injury and 

infection seems to be regulated quite differently than constitutive C’ production by the 

liver in late T3 (4).  
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To gain a better understanding of the general immunological milieu created by late T3 

PBMCs in response to infection, we also performed ELISAs on supernatant collected 

from the PBMCs 5.5 h pi. We found that late T3 PBMCs infected with PR8-GFP 

produced significantly higher levels of TNF-α and IL-6 than infected non-pregnant 

PBMCs (Figure 2). This phenotype corresponds with the “pro-inflammatory” 

transcriptional signature indicated by increased transcripts for C’ proteins in late T3 

PBMCs infected with PR8-GFP. Further, this finding corresponds with results reported 

recently for pregnant women infected with 2009 H1N1 pandemic IAV (7). Our work 

demonstrates that constitutive and induced C’ sources have distinct phenotypes late in 

T3, though both are altered relative to samples from non-pregnant animals. Most 

certainly, C’ function and regulation of C’ function during pregnancy need to be assessed 

in the context of infection as new patterns emerge only under such conditions; further, it 

is these conditions that may be most relevant and present great risk to the health of the 

mother and the unborn fetus.  

 

While we observed altered proinflammatory cytokine production and transcripts for C’ 

proteins and C’ regulators by PBMCs from late T3, these changes are pieces of a more 

complicated and intricately regulated framework. Importantly, the changes that we have 

observed correlate with the timing of severe IAV infections in pregnant women. This 

supports the hypothesis that C’ is critical for control of infections that are more severe 

late in pregnancy, and it emphasizes the immunologic conundrum presented by 

pregnancy. Specifically, C’ activation leads to a pro-inflammatory, pro-coagulant, and 

tissue damaging environment surrounding the fetus (8). For example, high levels of   
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Figure 2. Comparison of cytokine production by non-pregnant and late T3 PBMCs 

in response to PR8 infection. (A) IL-6 and (B) TNF-α production by mock-infected 

(white bars) and PR8-infected (grey bars) PBMCs 5.5 hpi.   
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anaphylatoxins, such as C5a, induce the release of potent anti-angiogenic factors, which 

sequester growth factors that are essential for normal placental development and healthy 

pregnancy (9-11). Not surprisingly, C’ activation is correlated with poor pregnancy 

outcomes such as pre-eclampsia and preterm birth (12). These observations have led to 

the overly simplified proposal that C’ inhibition is an “absolute requirement” of normal 

pregnancy (12). Yet this model does not account for the critical role that both constitutive 

and induced C’ plays in viral immunity and protection of the mother and fetus from 

infection and injury (13-18).  

 

Our findings demonstrate that pregnancy alters C’ function in a manner highly specific to 

C’ source and stimulus. Thus, C’ regulation is a delicate balance during pregnancy. If C’ 

alterations during pregnancy are a key cause of increased severity of certain infections 

including IAV, interventions and therapeutics will have to be considered in the context of 

the role of C’ in maintaining a healthy pregnancy.    
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CHAPTER V 
 
 
 

Discussion and Future Directions 
 
 
 
The role of C’ in PIV5 neutralization. We developed a nonhuman primate (NHP) 

model system to determine the contribution of C’ to the neutralizing capacity of 

antibodies that are elicited following first exposure to PIV5 infection of the respiratory 

tract. Antibodies (Abs) are an important factor in the neutralization of many 

paramyxoviruses associated with pediatric respiratory tract infections (1, 2). However, 

the contribution of C’ to the effects of antiviral Abs elicited following a primary 

parainfluenza virus (PIV) infection has been difficult to assess. This is in large part 

because there are very high levels of pre-existing PIV Abs in human sera following 

repeated exposures at early ages. In most analyses of virus neutralization, adult sera is 

used and not naïve infant sera.  

 

In the AGMs used for our work on C’ neutralization of PIV5, we found no evidence of 

pre-existing PIV5 glycoprotein-specific antibodies. Interestingly, we found that direct 

respiratory infection with PIV5 elicited strong anti-PIV5 antibodies, but the neutralizing 

capacity of these antibodies was highly dependent on C’. Further, we found that PIV5 

virions exhibit strong C1q and IgG deposition when treated with post- but not pre-

immune sera. This suggests that neutralization by PIV5-immune sera occurs by the 

classical C’ pathway. These results have implications for exploiting C’ to enhance early 
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immune responses to paramyxovirus infections and as a consideration during 

development of paramyxovirus vaccine vectors.  

 

PIV5 and vaccine vector development. Our results are based on immune responses 

elicited following a single experimental exposure of animals to PIV5, and have not 

included an analysis of neutralizing capacity following a secondary exposure or boost. 

This is a question we would like to explore in the future, particularly in the context of 

primary exposure followed by secondary exposure in a vaccine. PIV5 is being developed 

by a number of research groups as a vaccine or therapeutic vector (3-5). For the closely 

related MuV, human Abs elicited early after exposure have low affinity and limited 

isotype diversity, while Abs generated following re-exposure are higher affinity with 

broader isotype profiles (6). Thus, future studies with prime-boost protocols could 

determine whether C’ neutralization is critical following primary exposure to virus 

infection, but becomes less critical following boosting or secondary exposure. For 

example, this could have implications for the role of Ab in a PIV5 vaccine vector, if a 

human has been previously exposed to PIV5.   

 

PIV5 neutralization in infants. It is known that human C’ activity is low in neonates 

and infants when compared to adults. For example, the concentrations of many C’ factors 

in cord blood and in newborns have been estimated to be only ~10-80% that of adults. 

Additionally, the functional activity of C’ factors in the neonate seems to be even lower 

than concentration differences can account for alone (7, 8). Given the large disease 

burden of respiratory tract infections of infants and children (2), our results highlight the 
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importance of understanding the role of C’ in the initial Ab response of infants to PIV 

natural infections as well as the development of protective vaccines against these and 

other viruses (9). Additionally, C’ function may play a role as a molecular adjuvant in 

early development of the immune system. Perhaps humans have evolved such that the 

immune system requires early infection with (typically) nonpathogenic infections such as 

PIV5 in order for it to adequately develop (10). In this scenario, it is possible that early 

infections that rely significantly on C’ play a unique and role. This may involve 

identification of self vs non-self, immune-priming, susceptibility to severe infections 

early in life, and development of interventions such as vaccination with a C’ “adjuvant” 

component. Infant AGMs could be developed as an animal model to further address this 

question. 

 

Animal models for C’ neutralization. One theme that underlies our work is 

development of an animal model that will help us understand the contribution of C’ in 

antiviral neutralization. This has been difficult to ascertain in human clinical studies or 

using human sera due to the confounding factor of pre-existing antiviral Abs.  In Chapter 

II, these pre-existing Abs are due to very early human exposure to a broad range of 

parainfluenza viruses. In Chapters III and IV, we tackled the role of C’ during influenza 

A virus infections (IAV) during pregnancy, which is a challenging question because of 

high variability in IAV previous exposure in pregnant human subjects.   

 

Pregnant AGMs and C’ response to IAV. It was previously known that tight regulation 

of C’ during pregnancy is essential to maintenance of a healthy pregnancy (11-16). 
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Further, women late in pregnancy are at increased risk for severe IAV infection relative 

to the general population (17-19). Because neutralization of IAV requires C’ during first 

time infection with a particular strain (20), we developed the pregnant AGM as an animal 

model for dissecting the role of C’ alterations in increased severity of IAV infection 

during pregnancy. We found that serum samples from late third trimester (T3) AGMs had 

decreased IAV neutralization capacity as well as decreased concentrations of the C’ 

proteins C3 and C4 and the C’ cleavage product C3a. While C3 and C4 concentrations 

remained low in postpartum serum samples, C3a and IAV neutralization returned to 

normal. This suggests that neutralization capacity is not necessarily a direct reflection of 

C’ protein concentrations.  

 

Serum C’ represents constitutive liver-derived C’ regulation during pregnancy. We were 

interested in assessing response to infection by recruited inflammatory cells. Thus, to 

gain a more complete understanding of C’ response to IAV during pregnancy, we also 

tested PBMCs for C’-related transcript levels. We found that, during pregnancy, C1Qb 

and CR2 are altered from baseline, with lower CR2 and higher C1Qb transcripts in late 

T3 PBMCs than in PBMCs from nonpregnant AGMs (Table 1). We also found that CR1 

and C3AR transcripts are not upregulated in response to IAV infection in late T3 PBMCs 

as they are in non-pregnant PBMCs (Table 1). Additionally, we found that these late T3 

PBMCs secreted increased levels of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL6 and TNFα in 

response to IAV infection compared to non-pregnant PBMCs. These results demonstrated 

not only that regulation of C’ function needs to be assessed in the context of infection, 

during which new and previously unappreciated patterns emerge, but also that PBMC  
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(i.e. induced) C’ function is regulated very differently from serum (i.e. liver-derived, 

constitutive) C’ during pregnancy. 

 

Model of changes in C’ during late pregnancy. The complex changes in C’ that we 

observed late in pregnancy may contribute to the outcome of severe IAV infections 

during that time. We developed a hypothetical model that predicts how each of these C’ 

related alterations could contribute to an environment that would clear IAV more slowly, 

as seen in a pregnant mouse model (21), leading to the possibility of greater pathogenesis 

(Fig. 1). As depicted in Fig. 1A, when a non-pregnant, healthy individual becomes IAV 

infected, the virus replicates and spreads in lung epithelial cells (steps 1 and 2), but this 

spread is limited by constitutively produced serum C’ (step 3), which will reach the 

epithelial cells in a well-perfused lung. Additionally, the epithelial cells respond to 

infection by producing C’, cytokines, and chemokines in response to PAMP recognition 

(step 4). These signals result in endothelial activation (step 5) and inflammation in the 

lamina propria, which leads to PBMC recruitment (step 6) to the site of infection, 

resulting in inflammatory exudate and edema (step 7) and further cytokine and C’ 

production (step 8), which further limits viral replication. Simultaneously, local dendritic 

cells and Ag-C’ complexes (step 9) travel through lymphatics to lymphoid follicles, for 

example, resulting in B cell activation (step 10) and high-affinity Ab secretion (step 11). 

This Ab response represents one the ways in which the adaptive immune system helps 

clear the infection by way of input from the C’ system.  
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Figure 1. Model of C’ changes during pregnancy that lead to delayed IAV clearance.  

(A) Schematic of the innate (steps 1-8) and adaptive (steps 9-12) immune responses 

to IAV infection at lung mucosal epithelium under normal (non pregnant) circumstances, 

ultimately leading to viral clearance. Numbers in dark grey circles indicate distinct viral 

or immune events. See main text for discussion.  

 

(B) Schematic of altered innate and adaptive immune responses to IAV infection as a 

consequence of C’-associated changes observed during late pregnancy, which we predict 

would lead to increased viral replication and/or delayed viral clearance. Numbers in light 

grey circles indicate late T3 C’ changes; directions of change relative to the non-pregnant 

state are indicated with striped arrows. See main text for discussion.  
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In pregnant women late in T3, however, we hypothesize that many of these innate and 

adaptive immune responses are qualitatively and quantitatively altered due to attenuation 

of both constitutive and induced C’. Figure 1B demonstrates how the alterations in C’ 

that we observed may fit into the outcome of delayed viral clearance and severe disease, 

both as primary contributors to the perturbed system and as secondary effectors that 

incidentally exacerbate the system. In samples from late T3, we observed decreased 

constitutive serum C’ concentrations and neutralization capacity  (step 1), which may 

lead to higher virus replication and virus spread early in infection (step 2). More virus 

will lead to enhanced production of C’ products, cytokines, and chemokines at the site of 

infection (step 3), which would upregulate endothelial activation and inflammation (step 

4) in the lamina propria, leading to enhanced recruitment of PBMCs (step 5) that also 

produce higher levels of proinflammatory cytokines and C’ transcripts (step 6), as we 

measured with ELISAs and QPCR, respectively. While these enhancements may start to 

inhibit viral replication at the site of infection, the heightened early viral replication will 

enhance dendritic cell activation and Ag-C’ complex (step 7) recruitment of B cells in 

lymphoid follicles. However, because CR2 is downregulated (step 8) in late T3, as we 

determined with QPCR, we predict less efficient B cell activation (step 9), production of 

lower levels of high-affinity Ab (step 10), resulting in further delay in clearance of IAV 

by Ab contribution (step 11).  

 

I hypothesize that these alterations are the result of pregnancy-associated physiological 

changes, driven by estrogen or progesterone-dependent changes in expression or function 

of C’ genes.  For example, drastic elevations in circulating estrogen and progesterone can 
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potentially alter C’- and immune-related gene transcription by direct mechanisms. In 

support of this, estrogen response elements (ERE) in the promoter of genes such as C3, 

and estrogen receptor signaling is also capable of transcriptional cross talk with other 

pathways that regulate gene expression in response to inflammation, including NF-κB 

(22, 23). My data suggest the hypothesis that estrogen-estrogen receptor binding to the 

C3 ERE may alter C3 or CR2 transcription late in the third trimester. Alternatively, 

hormone-dependent changes in transcription of C’ modifiers may alter the function of C’ 

protein post-translationally, for example by altering kinase function and other essential 

biochemical interactions including with protein chaperones that are required for C’ 

protein folding and function. Identifying and describing the full range of the estrogen and 

progesterone interactions in hepatocytes and immune cell types is an important and 

expanding question central to improving pregnancy and women’s health, that is beyond 

the scope of this work.  

 

Future Directions. Aspects of our model need clarification; for example, are CR2 

transcripts decreased simply because there are fewer B cells in the PBMC population late 

in pregnancy? Such questions regarding C’ response by PBMCs can be answered by 

performing flow cytometry to determine if cell subsets including monocytes, neutrophils, 

B cells, and T cells are present in different proportions during late T3. If this is the case, 

then many of the changes we observed may be the result in alterations of hematopoiesis 

during pregnancy, possibly by hormone-related mechanisms (24-26). Additionally, we 

can use flow cytometry to confirm that the transcriptional changes that we quantified 

correspond with changes in protein expression. If this is not the case, late T3 PBMCs 
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may post-transcriptionally regulate C’ expression by different mechanisms than PBMCs 

from non-pregnant women. Finally, this experiment will also demonstrate whether 

different cell subsets of the late T3 PBMC population are more likely to be infected by 

PR8-GFP than in non-pregnant PBMCs. This may enable us to identify pregnancy-

dependent changes in IAV tropism for leukocytes that further contribute to IAV infection 

severity during late T3. Ultimately, our aim would be to use all of these results to predict 

the functional impact of altered C’ on adaptive immune cells, which could then be tested 

with AGM or human cells.  

 

We would develop two different animal model systems to further assess the potential 

contribution of C’ changes late in pregnancy to changes in adaptive immune response 

that might contribute to severe influenza. Pregnant C3-/- mice provide the unique 

opportunity to determine what aspects of the downstream immune response to IAV 

infection might be altered by C’. Development of this model would enable us to identify 

and manipulate novel and specific mechanisms related to C’, pregnancy and IAV 

infection. Additionally, we could use ovariectomized mice treated with varying 

concentrations of E2 to determine the role of estrogen in alterations of immune response 

to IAV and hematopoiesis during pregnancy. Due to the shortcomings of pregnant mouse 

models for studying the course of IAV infection late in pregnancy, we would want to 

validate our findings in a more appropriate pregnancy model. We could use pregnant 

AGMs for vaccine and IAV challenge studies designed to specifically assess the immune 

changes identified in the mouse model.    
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Conclusions. We have demonstrated that the AGM is a tractable model for studying C’ 

neutralization of myxoviruses, and more specifically, for studying innate immune 

changes during pregnancy and IAV infection. Naïve and immune AGM sera neutralize 

PIV5 by Ab-independent mechanisms, and naïve AGM sera neutralize IAV by a C’-

dependent mechanism. Further experiments will help us assess the role of C’ in IAV 

immune sera from AGMs. Specifically, we found that sera from late T3 has decreased 

anti-IAV serum neutralization capacity, decreased serum C’ levels, and altered 

expression of C’ and C’ regulators in PBMCs. The changes we observed correlate with 

the timing of severe IAV infections in pregnant women. These findings suggest that C’ is 

critical for control of IAV infection late in pregnancy, and perhaps, also, control of the 

handful of other infections that are also more severe late in pregnancy—hepatitis E, 

herpes simplex virus, and malaria (27).  
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
 

Establishing a Persistent Infection with a Highly Cytopathic Oncolytic Viral Vector.  
 
 
 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
Substitutions in the P/V gene convert Wild Type Parainfluenza Virus 5 (PIV5), which is 

a poor inducer of host cell response, into the highly cyopathic virus, P/V-CPI-. We have 

previously demonstrated that P/V-CPI- has potent onclytic properties that can reduce 

tumor burden in a mouse model system.  In tissue culture, the GFP-expressing virus PV-

CPI- mutant virus induces massive cell death; however, we found that a small fraction of 

cells survive infection and grow to yield a mixture of GFP-positive and GFP-negative 

cells that can be maintained over time as a persistent infection. The results of an antibody 

neutralization assay indicated that type I interferon (IFN) constitutively restricts viral 

replication in this mixed cell population, thus playing a key role in maintenance of the 

cell-virus balance. To determine if the virus had changed over the course of establishing 

persistent infection, we used flow cytometry to enrich for GFP-positive cells. This 

persistently infected (PI) cell line showed low levels of cytopathic effect and produced 

lower yields of virus relative to an acute infection with the parental virus. Importantly, 

purified virus derived from the PI cell line showed reduced capacity to kill naïve cells 

relative to the parental mutant. We present a model for the mechanism by which a 

cytopathic oncolytic viral vector can establish persistent infections. Our results have 

implications for the use of RNA viruses as oncolytic vectors.  
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REPORT 

There is increasing interest in the use of viruses as oncolytic agents, yet little is known 

about the precise mechanisms used by viruses to kill tumor cells. During the 

transformation process, tumor cells often accrue defects in IFN pathways, contributing to 

decreased resistance to many viruses. One strategy for engineering safe and specific 

oncolytic vectors is to use a virus that typically induces a strong IFN response and/or has 

a defect in blocking IFN signaling in order to prevent replication in normal cells. 

Conversely, such IFN-sensitive viruses are able to replicate in abnormal tumor cells, 

which are IFN deficient (1, 2).  

 

Wildtype PIV5 virus is a poor inducer of host cell responses—it degrades STAT1 and 

thereby does not induce IFN-beta activity and does not cause apoptotic cell death. While 

this renders the virus non-pathogenic, it also makes it not particularly useful as an 

oncolytic vector. In contrast, our lab engineered the P/V CPI- (P/V mutant) recombinant 

PIV5 virus, which introduces six amino acid changes in the P/V region (3). This 

recombinant virus does not induce STAT degradation, thus allowing for IFN induction 

and resulting in a highly cytopathic response that induces apoptosis (Fig. 1). However, its 

oncolytic capacity is potentially short-lived due to fast clearance by the potent IFN 

immune response. Our goal was to select for a related virus that maintained oncolytic 

preference due to activation of IFN pathways, but that could persist long enough to be 

efficacious.  We used WT and P/V mutant viruses that express GFP (Fig. 1A) in order to 

track and compare both viruses.  
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Figure 1. rPIV5 genome structure and amino acid differences between the P/V 

region of WT, CPI+, and CPI-  PIV5 (adapted from (3)). (A) Structure of rPIV5-GFP. 

The PIV5 genome is represented by a rectangle with vertical bars indicating the 

intergenic regions. The GFP open reading frame is located between the HN and L genes 

(4). le = leader; tr = trailer. (B) Amino acid differences in the first 165 residues of the 

amino-terminal region of the P/V proteins are shown sequentially for WT, CPI+, and 

finally CIP- strains of PIV5 (5). (C) Properties of virus-cell outcomes for WT and CPI- 

PIV5 viruses (6).   
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A. 

 
 
B. 

 
 
C. 
 
 

Growth Properties WT P/V CPI- 
STAT-1 Degradation + - 
IFN-beta Induction - + 
Apoptotic Cell Death - + 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WT 
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We first tested how effective the P/V mutant virus was at killing the A549 and Hep2 lung 

epithelial cell lines. We infected a monolayer of each cell line at an moi of 10, and 

performed a colorimetric assay using the tetrazolium dye MTT to determine the viability 

of each cell population at 48 and 72 hours post infection (pi) (Fig. 2A).  While cells 

infected with WT virus were largely unaffected, the P/V mutant was highly cytopathic in 

both cell lines. However, from 48hrs to 72 hrs, we saw no further decrease in cell 

viability, suggesting that some cells must have survived infection; this observation was 

confirmed and expanded when we looked at the P/V-infected cells by fluorescence 

microscopy (Fig. 2B). At day 1 pi we saw a massive cytopathic effect in both cell lines 

where all the cells were either dying or infected, as indicated by GFP expression (Fig 

2B). Though Figure 2B shows fields from the infected Hep2 cells, the A549 cells showed 

an indistinguishable phenotype. By day 5, however, there were many fewer cells on the 

dish, but there were GFP-positive cells that survived infection and appeared healthy. 

Because A549 cells and Hep2 cells showed nearly indistinguishable phenotypes, we used 

only Hep2 infected cells for the remainder of our experiments. Based on these 

observations we hypothesized that cells that survive acute infection with P/V mutant give 

rise to a persistent infection in which either cells or virus have undergone alterations to 

reduce cell death.  

 

To test our hypothesis, we first addressed the question of whether cells surviving 

infection with the P/V mutant could be maintained and passed as a stable cell line.  

Interestingly, the few remaining cells (Fig. 2B) survived and expanded in tissue culture 

until they formed a confluent monolayer over the course of several weeks. Once there  
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Figure 2. Hep2 cells infected with P/V mutant at a high moi undergo severe CPE, 

with some rare surviving cells. (A) An MTT assay was performed for cell viability on 

A549 cells (black bars) or Hep2 cells (grey bars) 48 or 72 hpi with either WT virus or 

P/V mutant; bars represent mean of three experiments +/- SD. (B) Fluroesence 

microscopy with GFP (top) and phase (bottom) 20X fields of Hep2 cells infected with 

GFP-expressing WT or P/V mutant 1 (left) and 5 dpi (right).  
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was a monolayer, we passed the cells and were able to maintain what appeared to be a 

fairly stable persistently infected cell line, based on persistence of GFP expression. Using 

fluorescence microscopy, we observed several changes in the cells over time as we 

serially passaged them. Figure 3 demonstrates representative phase and 488 nm fields 

from fluorescence microscopy performed at passage 3 and passage 9. The phase images 

from both passages demonstrate overall healthy monolayers with no overt CPE (and only 

occasional rounded up cells).  

 

Interestingly, not all of the cells in these “persistently infected” monolayers expressed 

GFP; in passage 3, for example, approximately 5% of the field appears green, while in 

passage 9, about 25% of the field is green. On different portions of the dish, we observed 

varying sizes of pockets of green cells. Interestingly, neighboring cells in direct contact 

with green cells were often times not green. Therefore, because the P/V mutant is an 

inducer of IFN and does not degrade STAT-1, we hypothesized that the failure of all cells 

to be green was the result of IFN expression in uninfected cells. However, if this were the 

case, there were complex dynamics at work in the individual cells, leading to a cell-virus 

balance, rather than some portion of the cells sufficiently altering the microenvironment 

through IFN production to completely eliminate the virus.   

 

To test our hypothesis and elucidate the role of cell-cytokine-virus dynamics in 

maintaining the PI, we added anti-TNF-α or anti-IFN-β neutralizing antibody (Ab) to PI 

cells and measured the effects on virus infection and protein expression by microscopy 

and western blot, respectively (Fig. 4A and B). The percent of cells that were GFP- 
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Figure 3. Cells that survive P/V mutant CPE expand to yield a persistently infected 

cell culture. GFP (top) and phase (bottom) 20X images by fluorescence microscopy of 

maintenance and expansion of PI Hep2 cells after three (left) and nine (right) passages.  
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Figure 4. IFN-β restricts PI virus gene expression in the cell population. PI cells were 

treated with anti-TNFα anti-IFNβ antibodies. (A) Untreated (UT) and antibody-treated 

GFP-positive cells were visualized with fluorescence microscopy at 4X. Cell lysates were 

collected 96 h post-Ab treatment from these three PI cell treatments as well as mock 

infected Hep2 cells, and western blots were performed for the viral proteins NP, P, and M 

with actin as a control.  
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positive in the presence of TNF-α neutralizing antibody was indistinguishable from 

untreated (UT) PI cells (Fig. 4A). In contrast, when we added an IFN-neutralizing Ab we 

saw a substantial increase in the number of GFP-positive cells.  

 

We performed western blots for viral proteins on cell lysates collected from these 

samples 96 h after Ab treatments. We found that UT and anti-TNF-α treated cells 

expressed similar levels of NP and P protein; the samples that underwent anti-IFN-β 

treatment demonstrated only a slight relative increase in both NP and P proteins, despite 

microscopic evidence of dramatically increased GFP expression in these samples. 

However, there was a marked increase in M protein expression in this sample and 

minimal to no visible expression of M protein in lysates from the UT or anti-TNF-α 

treated cells. This is consistent with the increase in GFP seen in the samples by 

microscopy (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, the genes that encode both M and GFP are 

downstream from that of NP and P (Fig. 1A). These data suggest that most, if not all, 

cells are infected, but the ability of the virus to express downstream genes is affected by 

IFN; in other words, type I IFN restricts GFP expression and other proteins encoded by 

downstream genes. This is supported by the observation that there is a steep gradient of 

transcription between P/V and M (7-9).  

 

To ensure that we were working with a cell population that was 100% infected so that we 

could gain a better understanding of the cell-virus dynamic, we used flow cytometry to 

sort and isolate individual GFP positive cells (Fig. 5). As indicated in Fig. 5, we sorted  
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Figure 5. FACS sorting of GFP-positive cells from passage 9 of mixed PI Hep2 cells. 

Schematic of sorting process used to isolate a homogeneous population of GFP-positive 

cells from PI-Hep2 infection. P4 represents a low-GFP+, P5 a mid-GFP+ population, and 

P6 a high-GFP+ population. P5 and P6 were pooled and used as the founders for the new 

“high-sort” PI population.  
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the GFP+ (FITC+) cells into hi, med, and lo (P6, P5, and P4, respectively); a combination 

of the hi and med cells were used from here forward as the “high sort” or “PI cells.” 

 

We grew high-sort cells in culture and allowed them to expand. When we examined 

them, we observed that more cells were green than in our mixed cell population, though 

there was still a mixture of green and non-green cells. Additionally, we continued to see 

reduced CPE in both the cell population and GFP positive cells relative to the parental 

virus. The main difference from the pre-sorted PI cell population was that the high sort PI 

cells were overall more robust, healthy, and morphologically homogenous. Figure 6 

displays representative 4x and 20x images of different fields from the sorted GFP-

positive population. In some fields, there was a full range from cells that were GFP 

negative, to dimly green, to intensely green (Fig. 6A and B), and in other fields nearly 

100% of the cells were green (Fig. 6C). Clearly, virus infection (and GFP) expression 

level was highly variable even in the expanded high-sort population.  

 

Our next step in teasing apart the original question of whether both the virus and the cells 

had undergone changes that contributed to the maintenance of a PI, was to test the 

hypothesis that the PI virus was less cytopathic than the parental P/V mutant. To test this, 

we pelleted virus from the media of high sort cells 10 d after sorting and used it to infect 

Hep2 cells at an moi of 10. We performed an MTT assay to compare cell death of PI 

virus infected cells as compared to Hep2 cells infected with parental P/V mutant virus. 

The MTT assay demonstrated that the PI virus was, in fact, less cytopathic than the 

parental virus (Fig. 7A); this was further supported by microscopy (Fig. 7B).  
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Figure 6. Representative fluorescence microscopy of FACS “high-sort” PI cells. 

Representative corresponding fields (vertically) of GFP (top) and phase (bottom) (A) 4X 

and (B) 20X and (C) 20X images by fluorescence microscopy of expanded (passage 0) 

high-sort PI cells.  
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Figure 7. PI virus is less cytopathic in naïve cells than parental P/V mutant virus.  

Hep2 cells were infected with either virus isolated from PI high sort cells (PI virus, black 

bars) or parental P/V mutant (Parental Virus, grey bars) at an moi of 10. (A) An MTT 

assay was performed to compare cell viability at 24, 48, or 72 hpi with each virus; bars 

represent mean of three experiments +/- SD.  (B) Fluroescence microscopy was 

performed to visually compare the two virus infections 48 hpi with corresponding GFP 

(top) and phase (bottom) images of Parental Virus (left) and PI virus (right) captured at 

4X. 
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Next we needed to determine if we had unintentionally selected for a reverted WT PIV5 

virus, or if a new virus had emerged that had decreased CPE and potentially still induced  

a type I IFN response. Thus, we used the same pelleted virus and tested virus and STAT1 

protein expression compared to the parental P/V mutant and WT PIV5 by western blot. 

As expected, NP and P protein expression by virus from PI cells was similar to that of the 

parent P/V mutant (Fig. 8). Interestingly, P and V protein expression for both of those 

viruses remained distinct from that of WT PIV5. Importantly, this indicates that the PI 

virus did not revert back to the WT in these P and V protein epitopes and that there was 

no WT virus contamination of the PI virus-cell culture.  

 

Because WT PIV5 performs targeted STAT1 degradation and the parental P/V mutant 

did not have the ability to target STAT1 for degradation, we also performed a western 

blot to test STAT1 in cells infected with different viruses. As expected, we observed no 

STAT1 in WT infected samples, while two subunits of STAT1 were present in the 

supernatant from the parental P/V mutant infection at levels comparable to those in 

supernatant from mock infected cells. Further, we found that PI virus infection resulted in 

substantial elevation of STAT1. Because STAT1 is IFN inducible, this finding suggests 

that cells infected with PI virus have elevated IFN signaling, a characteristic unique from 

both WT PIV5 and the parental P/V mutant.  

 

In summary, we found that a small fraction of cells infected with the cytopathic P/V 

mutant virus survive and expand to yield a persistently infected cell line. We cultured and 

expanded the virus-cell PI and found that the PI cell line had diminished CPE and  
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Figure 8. The PI virus directs protei expression distinct from WT PIV5 and fails to 

target STAT1 degradation. 10 d after the high-sort population was created, media was 

collected from the cells, virus was pelleted by centrifugation, and protein was assessed by 

western blot and compared to Hep2 cells infected with WT virus, mock infected, or 

parental P/V mutant virus. NP and P viral proteins were compared across infection in 

addition to P and V proteins specific to WT epitopes (PWT and VWT, as labeled in left 

column) and cellular STAT1 and actin.  
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produced ~100 fold lower virus yield compared to acute infection with parental virus. We 

hypothesize that restricted viral gene expression in the PI cell population is the result of 

virus control by IFN in the PI cells. Importantly, this IFN-inducing virus isolated from PI  

cells expresses high levels of viral proteins but shows a reduced capacity to kill cells. 

These characteristics are promising for development of a new oncolytic viral vector.  

 

Further work has been started in the Parks Lab to characterize the changes that have 

occurred in the PI cell line that contribute to reduced CPE. We need to perform further 

experiments to determine if PI cells have down-regulated apoptotic pathways. Likewise, 

we would like to determine what changes have occurred on the side of the virus—

specifically, in the P/V gene of the PI virus. Perhaps such changes are sufficient to 

account for the PI phenotype. There are six substitutions that distinguish WT from the 

parental P/V mutant; we would like to use reverse genetics to test whether all six of these 

changes are maintained in the PI virus, or if other changes have occurred outside of the 

P/V gene.  

 

We would also like to assess whether such changes have occurred uniformly throughout 

the PI virus population, or whether the balance struck in the PI virus-cell line is also a 

balance of escape variants comprising a heterogeneous viral population. Lastly, it is 

important to consider what the implications of our findings are for development of 

oncolytic viral vectors. One possibility is that a cytopathic infection that leads to 

persistent infection could be problematic because it may diminish the efficacy of the 

virus as an oncolytic vector. Conversely, a persistent infection may be beneficial to tumor 
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treatment, as oncolytic viruses are often cleared so quickly that they do not spread 

throughout a tumor cell population. This problem may be rectified by using such a PI 

virus which can disseminate and provide an antigen source for the immune system to 

mount a prolonged immune response to tumor cells.  

! !
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